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An Apprecidlion
To  those whose  names  we  have  placed  here,  we  take  this  oppor-
tunity  of  saying  that  we  feel  a  genuine  gratitude  for  the
generous  support they  have  given  in  making  this  pub-
lication  possible.    We  would  also  express  our  ap-
preciation  for  the  cooperation  of  our  adve1~-
tisers in their support of this  issue  of the
Ames  Forester.     They  are  all  busi-
ness  concerns  worthy  of  your
consideration.
Two
CTo lRu)1N   CT.  BODE.
+
Assistant Professor  of Forestru,  1oura State
College, in full appreciation  of  his  excel-
lent urork urhich  has  made this dnnudl pos-
sible dudof his deep interest inthe urelfare
of  the  Ames  Foresters,  ure,  the  Forestru
Club  respectfullq dedicate this uolume.
TE;-O56TLEOSflrLI-LSHtIOLHSHDtVHITL
fl  POEM  TO  THE  TREE
I
What  d,o  we  plant  when  lwe  plant  the  tree,
We plawl the shbp, which wth cross the  sea.
We  plamt  the mast  to  carlry  the  sails;
We  planybt  the  pZawhs to  withJStamCl the  gales-
ThJe  -keel, the  kealSOn  aqfud beam  tlnCl  knee ;
We  plamt  the  shilp  wheq'b  we JPlant  the tree.
Wh,at  do  vlJe  Plant  Wh,en  We  Plant  the  tree'?
We  plamt  the  house  for  yolu  amd,  me.
We  plant  thJe  rCbftelrS,  the  ShintgZes,  the  fZoolrS,
We  plamt  thJe  StuddinCg, i;he tathS, the  doors,
The beam,  the  sidincg,  al,1  paJrtS  thaJt  be;
We  plant  the  hJOuSe  'When  W'e  PICbnt  th,e  tree.
TrfJhat   db  we  p1,ant   when  we  plaJ-]nlt   ±hJe  treeIJ?
A  thJOuSCbond,  thdngS  that   We  dCndy   See.
We  plant  the  s¢t're, thJat  Out-tOWelrS  the  Craltg,
We  plant  thJe  Staff  fO1`  Our  COuntry'S  fZacg,
We,  plant  the  shJade,  f1`Om,  the  hot  SfuIJml  i,roe,;
Title  pltlnt  drl  these  When  ''tue  Plant  thJe  tree.
-Henry  A:bbey.
Fi,1:e,
Wonder what Mother will say when she finds he's
had it "clipped."
I.  N.  Darlintg  bn the  Dos  MolineS  Regbster.
rSbaa
The Forestru Program
By   G.   B.  MACDoNAIJD
Professor  of  Forestry,  Iowa  State  Cchecge
The need of drastic steps in our forestry program is not ques-
tioned  by  the  majority  of  people  who  take  time  to   consider
the   condition  of  our  forest  1-eSOul-CeS.     Definite  action  on  the
part  of  the  federal  governm,ent  and  the  state  is  conceded  to  be
a  necessity  by  those  in  closest  touch  with  our  economic  pulse.
The  best  means   of  accomplislling  a  llatiOn-Wide  forestry  Pl-O-
gram  is  a  debatable  question  but  the  same  elld  iS  desirable  to
all  foresters  and  other  citizens  looki11g'  tO  the  Welfare   Of  the
colmtry.    It  does  not  require  the  aid  of  the  economist  or  for-
est,er  to  point  out  the  shallowness  of  our  present  forest  policy.
we  al-e  somewhat in  the -position  of  the  colo1-ed  gentleman  WIio
turned  down  a  good  salal-ied  job  with  the  statement  "No  sah,
I  has  a  qua7ter  in  my  pocket  all-eadv."    With  our  forest  re-
sources slipping away five or six times-as fast as timber is being
produced,  it  is  no  wonde1-  that  the  Public  is  beginning  to  be
aroused.     Even  those  WIIO  have  nO  tIIOught  for  the  future  a1-e
having their e.yes opened bv cul-rent lumber prices, freight rates
and  the  shortage  of  some  culasses  of  lumber.
The  awakening  public  mav  well  look  into  the  conditions  as
LEI
one finds  them and  face  the  problem.    Althouglh we  find  a-rela-
tively  large  acreage  in  natiollal  forests  and  a  smaller  acreagle
in state forests,  the fact remains that the great bulk of standing~
timber  in the  country  is  in  p1-iVate halldS.    No  matter  IIOW  Con-
servative   the  management  of  our  national  and  state  forests,
the problem of  keeping our  p1-irate  forest lands Productive  Still
remains,  and until this is  solved our  problem  has not been  met.
TIle  foreword  Program  Should  take  into  consideration  at  once
the  private  timber  owner.    Until  tIliS  iS  done  We  are  marking'
time.     The   adjustment   of   p1-iVate   interests   tO   Public   needs
should  be  accomplished  witll  aS  little  interference  as  possible
and  by  cooperation  rather  than  by  regulation  where  feasible.
It is well understood,  however, that voluntarv  regulation of our(
timber industries for the benefit  of the entire people will not be
accomplished  without  state  or  federal  assistance,  or  both.    The
llature   Of   the   Private   forest   investment   iS   Such   aS   tO   Cause
timber  holdings  to  be  handled  for  immediate  returns  rathel~
than  for  future  investment.    It  is  not  likely  that  the  attitude
of private  interests will change  matel-ially  without  the  stimulus
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of  state  or  federal  action.    Ill  Other  WOrdS  a  forestry  Program
which  meets   the   situation   demands   state   and   federal   action
which  will  put  our  privately  owned  timber  lands  on  a  basis
compa1-able  to  state  and  national  forests.
The need  of  an  enlarg'ed  program is  felt  not  onlv by  the  for-
esters of the country but by the public in general, a®s reflected in
our  current  publications  and  also  as  indicated  by  many  of  the
woocl-using`  industries.    The  recent  meetings  of  foresters,  wood-
users  and  commercial  organizations  have  focused  attention  on
the big problem  ahead-a problem rwhicll  iS big  enough  and  im-
portant  enough  to  demand  the  best  cooperation  of  private  in-
terests   and  the   undivided   energy   of  both  state   and   federal
g'overnment.     In   order  to  be  fully   successful  no   one`  agency
alone can handle the situation.    The extent to which either state
or  federal  govemment  should  go  in  making~  restrictions  for  the
management  of private  holdings  it  is  not  the  purpose  of  this
paper  to  indicate.    Neither  is it  the  purpose  to  show  where  the
state  shouIJd  take  the  lead  and  Wllen  the  national  gOVernme]1t
should   step   in.     It   would   seem   ]og`ical   however,   that   where
states  are  well  equipped  witll  a  good  forestry  Org'anlZatiOn,   a
state  program  might  well  be  carried  out,  but  should  be  in  ac-
cord  with  the  national  program.    In  other  states  where  there
I-s  Ilo  Well  developed  forest  policy  it  might  not  only  be  desir-
able  but  necessary  for federal  authority  to  take  a  definite  hand
in  the  regulation  of  forests.
It  would  be  interesting  to  note  how  far  purely  private  tim-
ber  illtereStS  Will  join  with  other  forces  in  a  constructive  for-
estry  program,.    We  can  hardly  feel  that  these  interests  will
not  respond  to  the  call  for  better  protection  of  our  merchant-
able  timber.    In  fact  private  funds  would  no  doubt  go  a  long
way  in  furnishing  satisfactory  protection  to  this  part  of  the
forest  investment.    But  what  is  the  reaction  when  the  timber
owner  is  asked  to  leave  seed  trees,  dispose  of  slash  and,  worse
still,  patrol his  cut  over  areaJ?    It  is  hardly  to be  expected  that
the private  timber industry  as  a  whole will  support  enthusiasti-
cally  a  program  which  curtails  immediate  revenues.     The  ex-
tent   of  cooperation   from   this   source   will   depend   somewhat
upon  state  and  national  legislation  in  adjusting  the  fire  men-
a,ce  and  tax  evils.     The  glreatest  difficulty  is `found  in  adjust-
ing~  reg'ulations  so  as  to  safeguard  public  interest  and  at  the
s.ame  time  avoid  disaster  to  private  capital  invested  in  the  for-
est.     Added   cost,   incident   to   management   and  protecTtion   of
merchaIltable  timber,  will  largely  be  absorbed  bv  the  consun`ler.
The  story  is  somewhat different with  young  stanuds  and cut-ove1`
areas.     Regulation   of   these   areas   may   be   considered   confis-
catory  by  the  owners  especially  on  fire  swept  wastes  needing
EIbCglLt
plalltillg.    A  state  or  federal  subsidy  for  encouragement  alld
assistance  on  such  lands  would  be  one  means  of  accomplishing'
the  desired end.    This might take the  form of tax  exemption  or
assistance in reforestation  or fire protection.    Ill many  instances
the  difficulty  might  best  be  overcome  by  adding  these  lands  to
state  or national forests by  purchase.
After  the  private  owner  does  all  in  his  politer,  there  iS  Still
much  left  for  the  states  to  do,  in  fact  the  state  must  provide
through  legislation  the  means  for  progress  on  private  lands.
At  this  time  we  see  sporadic  attempts  to  get  through  the  state
legislatures  sane  tax  laws  for  forest  propeloty.     Although  the
foresters  and many  of  the  legislators  understand  the  principles
involved  in  a  constructive  set  of  tax  laws  for  forest  property,
the  difficulties  of  properly  administering  these  laws  have  not
been  entirely  overcome.     The   In_diana  law  passed  at  the  last
leg'islature,  with  its many  good  points, will be  difficult  to  carry
out.    The  need` of  further  investigatioI10f  the  tax  question  by
a  commission  representing-  the  different  forest  conditions  o±®  the
country  might  go  far  in  suggesting  wo1-kable  tax  laws  for  the
forest  and  come  as  near  standardization  as  this  is  possible.
The  timbered  states  also  llaVe  a  big  Part  tO  Play  in  the  fire
program of the  country.    The states should pay a large per cent
of  the  cost  of  fire  protection.    The  "fifty-fifty"  program  pro-
vided  for  in  the  federal  program  will  stimulate  state  activity
in this direction but federal funds can hardly be depended upon
for   carrying-   even   half  the  expense   of   real   protection.     The
need  is  apparent  for  providing  state  leglislation  on  fire  protec,-
lion  which  will  enable  the  respective  states  to  qualify  for  fed-
eral aid in this direction.    With a  sound program  of fire protec-
tion  well  entrenched  in  the  states,  full  protection  should  soon
be  the  outcome.
The  states  also  will  be  able  to  functioll  to  advantage  in  the
reforestation   of   denuded   state  and  private   lands.     We   have
already   seen  what  may   be   accomplished  in   this  direction   in
some  of  the  eastern  states.     The  establishment  of  state  refor-
estation  programs  should  be  second  only  to  protection  and  tax
adjustment.    The  program sIIOuld not  stop  with  state  lands  but
should  include  privately  owIled  tracts  Which,  in  the  interests
of  the  public,  should  be  reforested.    State  assistance  mig'ht  be
accomplished  in  different  ways,  either  fumishing  trees  free  or
at  cost,  or  by  tax  exemption  on  reforested  land.    The  difficul-
ties   in   attempting   a   broad   reforestation   program  without   a
state  owned  nursery  or  nu1®SerieS,  are  Obvious.
After  the  private  timber  lallCI  owner  and  the  state  have  at!-
complished  all  they  can  in  the  direction  of  forest  conservation,
-_NklLe
there  is  still  a  wide  field  of  activity  left  fo1~  the  Federal  Gov-
ernment.    By  the  very  nature  of  things,  federal  forestry  has
many  advantages  over  either  state  or  private  forestry.     The
shaping  of  an  adequate  nation-wide  policy  and  the  correlation
of  activities  of  the  states  and  other  agencies  naturally  falls  to
the federal  authorities.    The  Smell  Bill  which is before  congress
at  this  time  recognizes  the  necessities  of  the  nation  and  pro-
vides  for  a  program  which  will  begin  to  bring  definite  results
in fire protection,  reforestation and much  needed investigations.
The  plan  for  cooperative  work  with  the  states,  gives  promise
of  a  unified  program  wlliCh  at  the  Same  time  Will  utilize  tO  the
fullest  the  state  resources  and  initiative.
The   enlarged   and   intensified   forestry   program   should   be
undertaken  by  every  state.    However,  a wide  difference  in con-
ditions  exists.    In  a  state  such  as  Iowa,  94 per  cent of  the  land
is in  farms,  and instead  of  cut  over forest  land_ selling  at  $2.00
to  $10.00  pert  acre  the  price  is  more  often  on  an  agricultural
basis  whether  the  land  is  suited  for  agricultlural  crops  or  not.
In  only  a  few places  can  timber  land  in  Iowa  be  purchased  at
a price  of $5.00 to $10.00 per acre.    These places  are  low  areas
along  the  larger  water  courses  of  the  state  or  more  often  on
islands  in  these  rivers.    The  encroachment  of  agricultural  land
on the small remaining forest areas in Iowa is entirely justified
where  the  land is  of  real  agricultural value.    However,  even  ill
Iowa,  land  has  been  cleared  for  agricultural  purposes  which
should  have  remained  permanently  in  timber.    Some  of  these
same  areas,  such  as  steep  and  badly  eroded  hillsides,  are  now
being  reforested  artificially.              \
It  is  reasonable  to  assume  that  a  state  like  Iowa  with  only
two  and  one-half  million  acres  of  forest  land  should  conserve
its forest area even more than states with extensive forest lands.
The  people  of  the  prairie  region  are  not  willing  to  cast  aside
the  question  of  forestrv  merely  because  their  resources  in  this
direction  are  not  as  extensive  as  in  other  regions.
It  will  be  interesting'  to  note  how  a  state  like  Iowa,  whicll  iS
intensely  agricultural rill  Character,  will be  able  to link up with
6lle  forward  movement  in  forestry.     In  Iowa  there  has  never-
beeIl  a  Well  developed  state  forest  policy.    For  many  years  tile
Secretary   of   the   State   Horticultural   Society   has   also  been
State   Forestry   Commissioner.     The   principal   dut,y   of   thits
officer-  has  been  tO  administer  a  law  exempting  from  taxation
certain  areas  planted  to  trees  and  complying  with  certain  con-
ditions.    The Forestry Department of the Iowa State College for
15  years  has  served  in  a  limited  way,   in  the  capacity   of  a
State  Department,  primarily  as  an  information  bureau.    The
Forestrv   Section   of   the   State   Experimen,i   Station   has   also
functioluled  for  the   State  in  conducting  experiments  in  refor-
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estation,   timber  preservation,   and   ill   making   Studies   Of   the
wood  using  industries,  impol-taut  timber  species,  etc.
About  two years ago the  Iowa  legislature  passed  a  law  Great,-
ing a state board of conservation which was empowered to select
ancl  purchase  state  park  a1-eaS.    One  hulldred  tIIOuSam_d  dollars
was  provided  annuallv  fo1-  thi.a  Put-pose,  WhiCI1,  With  donations,
is  increased  to  about udouble  tIlat  amount.    A  number  of  forest
park  areas  have  been  pu1-Chased  allCl  many  other  sites  selected.
It  is  quite  apparent  tllat  in  Iowa  some  state  agency  should
have  in  charge  the  development  and  supervision  of  state  for--
estrv   work.     Instead   of   duplicatiIlgn   COmmiSSiOnS   and   boards
the ustate  Board  of  Conse1~VatiOn  would  serve  as  a  good  depart-
meIlt  tO  develop  state  forest1-V  in  Iowa.    This  could  be  done  by
enlarging   the   powers   of   thue   boa1-CI   to   include   the   selection,
purchase and maintenance of forest lands as well as park areas.
In most cases in Iowa the pal-k and forest lands are one and tile
Same.
The  question  is  asked,  how  can  a  state  like  Iowa  take  a  part
in  the  enlarged  forestry  pl-og'ram?    TlliS  might  be   answered.'
by  first  providing  for  a  Board  of  Conservation,  lion-POlitiCal
in make  up,  with  sufficient,  appl-op1-iatiOnS  tO  Purchase  and  Put
under  management  some  of  the  1-elnainillg  forest  a1-eaS  Of  the
state.     This   Board   should   undel-take   a  definite   reforestation
program,  not  only  for  state  lands  but  also  for  private  areas
which  should  be  replanted.    Iowa,  because  of  the nature  of  ller
limited  forest  lands,   has   practically  Ilo  fire  hazard,   and  fO1-
this  reason   cannot   qualify  fo1-  fedel~al  aid  in  forest  fire  P1-O-
tection.    It  is  understood  utIlat  the  fedel-al  POliCy  1-eCOgniZeS this
point  and  that  more  liberal  fede1-al  aid  fol-  reforestation  wol-k
will  be  provided  for  states  of  this  class  tIlan  for  those  requir-
ing' large sums for cooperative fir-e pl-otection work.    An attempt
to  start  a  definite  reforestation  p1®Og1-am  in  Iowa  failed  in  tile
last  leglislature.
It  must be  recognized that  in  Iowa  a  successful  forestry  pro-
gram   must  be   linked   up   ve1-y   CIOSelv   with   the   farmer   who
controls  most  of  the  timber  land  of tit;  State.    His  p1~Oblems  of
management,   reforestation   and   marketing  must  be   met.     In
this  way  Iowa  will  retain  in  fol-est  such  lands  as  are  not  va1-
uable  for  the  production  of  ag®ricultul-al  crops.
The  need  of  an   eIllarged  forestry  program  for  the   entire
country  is  not  questioned.    Tlle  Prairie  Or  nOn-timbered  States
should  be  as  much  interested  in  tlliS  Program  aS  the  fOreSted
states   since   a   shortag-e   of   timbe1-   Products   during   the   next
generation  or  two  will  be  felt  just   as  keenly  by  tile  Prairie
state  as  by  the  wooded  region,  ancl  probably  mo1~e  SO.
EZeven
Is China Treeless
By  WEN  MING LING
IIkncghwaJ, FIwhben,  China.
Because   there   are  no   records   aIld  data   tO  Show   the   exact
acreage  of  the  forests  of  China,  the  world  in  general  has  verv
little  knowledge  of  her  present  forest  resources.    Owing  to  th®e
lack  of  transportation  which  has  kept  the  people  from  travel-
ing  from  place to  place,  even  the  CIliIleSe  themselves  know Very
little  about  their  forests.    Articles  have  been  written  by  many
to  show  how  the  Chinese  in  many  parts  of  the  coulltry  Cannot
even   dig  roots   and   pick   up   branches   for   f`ue1.     The   1-Scent
drought in  Northern  China leaves the  impression that  all  Chin-
ese  mountains  might  be  bare.    Floods,  occuring  frequently  in
the -Northern  Yangli  Valley,  naturally  lead  others  ,to  think  of
China  as  a  treeless  country.     However,  while  these  conditions
are  true  for  part  of  the  country,  they  are  not  true  for-  Other
parts.    The  shortage  of  timber  in  China,  especially  throu±o,a-bout
these  large  treeless  sections,  is  due  to  the lack  of  transportation
facilities.     What  lnerChantable  timber  there  iS,   iS  inaccessible
to  tI1-e  market.
Hbstorbcal  Facts.
The  reader  should  bear  in  mind  that  Chilla  has  a  history  Of
four thousand years.    During these forty  centuries,  it  is kllOWn
that   there   were   about   twenty-five  bloody   revolutions   besides
numberless  local  insurrections.    Although  there  is  no  record  to
show how  these revolutions  affected the  forests,  yet  there  can be
no  doubt but  that forests  must  have  been  destroyed  duringn  the
course  of  these  events.    During  the  recent  Civil  War,  fighting
started  in   Hinghwa,   Fukien   between   North   and   South.     A
group  of  important  historical trees  in  the  city  of  Hing`hwa  was
destroyed  by  Northern  soldiers.    To  this  destruction  the  write+
was  an  eye-witness.     The  illustration  only  helps  ill  the  belief
that  internal  disturbances  and  Civil  Wars  must  have  contrib-
uted  their  due  share  in  changing  forest  conditions.     There  is
further  evidence  of  this  fact  in  the  recent  great  world  war,  in
which  the  French  forests  were  so  rutIllessly  impoverished.
According  to  records,  the  Yellow  River,  "CIlina7s  Sorrow,"
once flowing through a rich, fertile valley, its bordering hills well
wooded,  is  today  a broad movillg  quick  Sand,  With  Only  a  small
amount  of  water  for  most  of  the  year.     However,   when  the
flood  tides  come  the  face  of  the  landscape  is  entirely  changed.
TweEve
This is  the  region where floods  occurred in  1917,  and thousands
of villages  and  towns  were  wiped  out,  and  thousands  of  people
were  drowned.    This  is  the  place  where  forty  millions  of  Chin-
ese  farmers  today;  on  account  of  drought,  aI-e  facing  a  most
terrible famine.    These  disastrous consequences are undoubtedly
caused  by  the  deforestation,   which  was  probably   affe'cted  by
the  Civil  Wars;  for,  historically,  the  provinces  adjoining  the
Yellow River always served as battle fields.
Forest  Regkons
Ifl  actual  for'est  area,  Manchuria,  by  far,  is  the  leading  re-
gion.     Nature   has   eIldOWed   Manchuria   with   the   largest   fo1~-
ests  in  the  world.     Recent  investigation  shows  that  there  are
4,000  square  li   (one  li  equals  one-third  of  a  mile)   of  wooded
land  in  Yalu Valley,  3,000  sq.  1i  in  the  upper  basin  of  the  Tu-
men  River,  ll,000  sq. 1i in the region stretching from the upper
course  of  Lin  la  River  to  the  upper  Sin  Fen  Ho  along  the
Hsiao  Chang  Pai   Sang  mountain,  23,000  sq.  li  in  the  Misan
moulltain,  8,000  sq.  li in the  I  Kan Hu Li mountain,  and  about
6,000  sq.  li  along  the  Nan  Hsin  an  Ling  range.    As  they  have
not been  surveyed,  it  is difficult  to  give  details  concerning  these
areas.     It  can  be  said,  however,  that  they  cover  an  ext61lSiVe
area  and  contain  an  almost  inexhaustible  supply  of  timber,  if
made  available.
The timber trees of first importance in Manchuria are :    Pinus
Kariensis,  Larix  sp.,  Picea  abovata,  Acanthopanax  ricinifolium
Jugolans   Mandshurica,   PhellocTendron   amurense,   `Betula   Chin`
ensis  and  Quercus  dentata.
In  recent  years  a  number  of  lumbe1-  companies  have   come
into  existence,  either  organized  by  Chinese  or  by  foreign  coun-
tries.     The  bulk  of  timber  cut  is  spruce  and  silver  fi1'   (60%)
and  pine  (30%)  and  larch.    The  areas  in  which  these  compan-
ies  are   operating,   are  usually  mountainous   and  their  depths
almost  unreachable  by  humall  beings.     The  further  one  pene-
trates into them, however, the better becomes the quality of tim-
ber.    The  forests in Manchu1-ia Will, no  doubt,  play a great part
in building up  China7s moderll industries.
The   largest   forest  in   the   SoutII   Of   China   is   in   Southern
HuI`lan  Province.     This  province  has  been  from  ancient  times
one of the chief  sources of timber  fol®  China.
The  chief forest region  of  the  province  is  located  in southern
Human where  the people  are  called Miatze  or wild people.   They
are   similar  to   the  American  Indians.     They  were   once  very
prosperous  in  China but  the  rapid  development  of  China7s  civ-
ilization  has  driven  them  dowIl  tO  the  COnfineS  Of  the  southern
Th'i1-  eon
portion  of  Human  Province.    Because  of  being'  inacessible  for
the  market,  a  great  portion  of  these  forests  are  still  reserved.
The  chief  lumber  trees  here  are   Cunnillghamia  lanceolata,
Cryptomera  japonica,   Pinus  Masoniana,  and  Quercus  glanco.
The  chief  timber  cut  is  fir  which  occupies  9097o   of  the  total
lumber trade.
The  total  value  of  the  exports  is  said  to  exceed  $12,000,000.
The carrying on of this trade is attended with trouble and dan-
gel,  as  a  period  of two  or  even more year-S  iS  needed for  a  mer-
chant to go from Hankow, the exporting center,  to the llills and
return  with  the  timber.     High  profits  al-e  g'enera11y  received.
A  tree  which  costs  some  30  to  50   cashes   (10  cashes  equals  1
cent)  may  sell  for  $1.00  at  Hankow.
Another   forest   region   is   on   the   steep   headwaters   of   the
streams  running  to   the   coast  in   Fukien   Province.     He1®e,   aS
elsewhere,  there  is  no  record  to  show  the  extent  of  tile  forests.
Roughly  speaking,  23  districts  in  Fukien  Province  are  covered
more  or  less  by  forest.    The  forests  are  owlled  by  Private  indi-
viduals and the timber is cut  all the year a1®Ound.    The  rotation
is  fifteen  to  twenty-five  years.     The  native  has  found  it  very
profitable  to  practice  a  short  rotatioI1,  because  the  Climate  and
market both  are favorable.    The  propagation  is  chieflv  done  by
sprout]'_ng  and  shooting.    In  the  plantations,  indigo  is  planted
as  a  filler  in  order  to  receive  an  income  for  the  first  few  years
before  the  trees  bring  in  a  return.
Lumber  operations  have  been  carried  on  extensively  for  ce]l-
turies.    The  Foochow  poles  (Foochow  is  tIle  Capital  of  Fukien)
are  the  chief  products  of  the  industry.    The  main  supply  of
this  timber  has  hitherto  come  fl-om  the  districts  of  Yenping,
Kienning,  Shown  and  Tinchow.    The  poles,  fir  and  pine,  are
transported` through  va1-ious  Streams,   and  COllected  at  Nantai,
where  three  modern  sawmills  are  uncTer  operation.    The  Ameri-
can  Import  and  Export  Lumber  company  alone  cut  20,000,000
board  feet  in  1919.    The  stumpage  price  is  cheap.    The  writer
has been informed that a tree with a diameter of 3 to 4 feet-was
sometimes  sold  for  50  cents.    This  is largely because  of the lack
of  adequate  means  for  transporting  it.
The  most  important  species  in  this  region   are:     Cunning-
hamia   lanceolata,    Cryptomera    japonica,    Pinus   Massoniana,
Quercus  glanco  and  the  like.
One  of  the  most  important  species  in  Fukien  Province  is  the
camphor  tree  which;  with  the  introduction  of  modern  methods
of  cultivation,  will  run  equal  competition  with  Japanese  cam-
phor.     The   camphor   industry   has   been   monopolized   by   the
Fou1`teen
®Japa11eSe  government  Since  Formosa  Island  came  into 'her  pos-
session.    Formosa,  previous  to  the  Chino-Japanese  War,  was  a
part  of  Fukien  Province.    In  spite  of  the  Japanese  monopoly,
however, Fukien, cluring the year 1917, exported about 1,064,000
pounds of camphor and 2,600,000 pounds of the oil.
Sechwan  is  no  doubt  the  leading  forest  region,  as  well  as
the  largest  province  in  China  proper.    The  province  is  one  of
the  most  mountainous  and  rockv  regions,  and  for  that  reasona,
it  served  as  the  most  important  province  from  the  standpoint
of  military  occupation.     This  area  was  once  thickly  forested.
It  is  stated  that  the  Civil  War  in  the  middle  of  the  17th  cen-
fury  destroyed  the  fo1®eStS  extensively  in  this  province.    In  the
northeast  corner  is  a  wild  mountainous  land,  where  untouc-hed
coniferous   forests   still   exist.     Myriads   of   Tung  trees   or   oil
trees  cover an area of many miles.    There is a considerable tim-
be1-  trade.    Wood  is  remarkably  cheap  and  plentiful,  and  it  is
only  because  coal  is  so  easily  available  in  large  qualltitieS  that
the  trees  have  be,en  spared.
The  Central  Asia  Plateau  comes  to  an  end  in  Western  Sech-
Titan.    Here  the  advancing  wave  of  ChiIleSe  Civilization  iS  grad-
ually  pushing  -back.    Thle  independent  tribes  are  Still  wild.    It
is supposed that the woods  are plentiful,  and no one fells them,
for the river is no longer navigable  and the transport of timber
is  impossible.     The  most  impol-taut  species  are  similar  to  that
of  Fukien.
The writer believes the oil tree  (Aleurites fordii)  will fumish
one of the greatest forestry by-products of  China.   The output o±'
wood-oil  in  China  is  chiefly  produced  in  Sechwan.     The  total
export  of wood-oil from  Chilla in the Vear  1918,  reached 488,852
picules  (a  picule  equals  1331-31bs.)  luvith  a  value  of  $5,975,926.
The  countries  to  which  the  wood-oil  is  shipped  are  the  United
States,  Great Britain,  Germany,  the  Netherlands,  Belgium,  and
France.    The United States, however, has always been the great-
est  consumer.     Her  1918  consumption  figured  in  gold  dollars
was  more  than  $5,790,000.
Besides  the  forest  reglions  thus  far  enumerated  there  aI-e  a
number  of  others  scattered  throug-bout  the  different  parts  of
China.     Being  more  or  less  insignificant,   in  comparison  with
the  larger  res-ions,  they  are  not considered  here.
Imports  a,nd Elttports
The  total  annual  timb'er  consumption  in  China  is  unknown.
Based on the very \conservative consumption of 25 feet per capi-
ta,  China would  consume  at  least,  10,000,000,000  board  feet  per
year.    Although  there  is  no  record  available  for  figuring  I,he
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total timber  production  ill  China,  roughly  speakintg,  China  her--
self  possibly  produces  9,000,000,000  board  feet  per  year.     He1~
largest  quantities  of  impo1-ted  timber  in  1916,  according  to  the
Chinese  Trade  Statistics  were  223,975,813  sq.  feet  of  soft  wood,
and  1,891,758   cubic  feet   of  hardwood,   with   a  total  value   o±T
$8,050,067.    But  during  the  same  year,  sIle  eXPOrte.d  27,.192,691
sq. feet of soft wood, 349,414 cubic feet of ha1~dWOOd and 1,026,634
pieces  of  poles,  with  a  totallvalue  of  $2,104,335.    It  is  evident
therefore, that at least 95% of the annual timber consumption in
China  is  produced  within  her  own  bo1-derS.
aonal'u,sko,n
To sum up, let me say that the CIlineSe a1-e tile most economical
and  conservative  wood  coIISume1-S.    For  the  past  four  thousaIld
years  they  have  been  depending  upon  wood  entirely  for  fuel,
inouse  building  and  many  othel-  uses.    They  can  still  presel've
a  portion  of  the  forest  resources  to  supply  at  least  part  of  the
annual  timber  consumption,  but  the  future  will  probably  see
considerable  change in the propo1-tiOn  Of Production  tO  COnSumP-
tion.    The  rapid  development  of  modern  incTustries  has  alreacl}T
increased   the   demaIld   for   lumber   and   will   illCreaSe   it   eVell
more.     The  p1-eSent  available  stancling®  timber  will  not  be  able
to  meet  one-tenth  of  this  futul-e  timber  consumption.    Chime
have  realized  the  fact  that  tile  Shortage  Of  lumber  in  Chilla  iS
one   of   the   g-reatest   hindrances   in   the   building   up   of   their
material  civilization,   and   tIlat   defOreStatiOn   has   Caused  them
povert,y.     Rec'ently,  therefore,  tIley  have  Paid  a  great  deal  Of
attention  to  loeforestation.     Within  tile  Past   Six  years,   CIlina
has  made   rema1-kable   p1-O91T`eC1`q  ill   l~afr`|~Ar|+all-nTI       Fol~est   Service
has  been  inaug'urated  and forestl-y  laws have been passed.    T+le
observance  of  Arbor-  Day  is  spreading  rapidly  and  is becoming
of increasing significance.    The year 1920 sllOWed much Progress
over previous years.    The  outstlanding'  developments  of  the year
were  the  organization  of  the  Provir_cial  Forestry  Service  for
Shantung  Province,  the  lenlarg-ing®  of'  tile  forestry  Organization
in  a number  of  provinces,  the  extellSiOn  Of  forestry  WOrk  being
u'Ildertaken   by   three   gOVernmeIlt   railways,   increased   educa-
tional  interest  in  forestry,  increased  pl-oduction  of  forest  nurs-
ery  stock,  and  the  greatly  illCreaSed  number  Of  district  magis-
trates,   agricultural  soc-ieties,   small  colnDanieS  and  individuals
who  are  undertaking  forestry  work.     TLe  engille  Of  reforesta-
tion  has the capacity  to  make  the  highest  speed,  and  is  waiting
for  the  supply  of  gasoline  from  the  Central  Government,.    The
time  is  coming  when  China  will  appropriate  millions  of  dollars
for  the  development  of  foloeStLV.
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The Old Order Chdngelh®,
C[he  Attitude  ot the  Countrq Tourdrd
Its  Timber  Resources
By  G.  C.  MoRBECK
Assocbate  Professor  of  Forestry,  Iowa  State  Cdiege
America  is  truly  a  new  world.    Four  hundred  yea1-S  ago  tile
Indian  ruled  the  length  and  breadth  of  the  land.    From  tile
Atlantic  to the Pacific,  from the  frozen plains of the northland
to the tropical s'eas,  he roamed unmolested, his actions restricted
only  by  strong'er  tribes  witll  which  he  came  in  contact.     The
great   res-ion   which   he   possessed   contained   the   most   varied,
the most  valuable  and the most magnificent forests to be  found
in  the world.    The extellt  Of tile Vast Virgin forests  in area and
in  volume  of  merchantable  timber  can  only  be  approximated.
I_Ilhe  timbered  portion  of  our  country  is  thought  to  have  com-
prised 850 million acres,  and the stand upwal-ds of  5,000 billion
feet,  board  measure.
A  century  later  people  immig'rated  from  the  old  world  and
tile   Settlement   Of  the   country  became   an   accomplished   fact.
Farms  were  carved  ovit  of  the  forest  and  villages  sprang'  up
along  the  coast  through  which  the  trade  of  the  new  colonies
passed.    The  earliest  expol-ts  were  naturally  those  most  easily
obtainable and most readily converted into articles of commerce.
Wood  in  various forms  was  shipped  from  America  to  all  parts
of   the   then   civilized  world.     SiIICe   that   daV  forest  Pl-OduCtS
llaVe  flowed  Ceaselessly  into  the  great  trade uStream  tO  Supply
those  co-untries  less fortunately situated  in  regard  to wood  sup-
plies.    These  exports  have  never reached  a  high  figure  in  value
but because of their bulk they comprised a large per cent of tile
t,onnag-e carried.
DuriIlg  the  next  hundred  Years  local  timber  famines  Were
expdrienced  at  many  points  al®ong  the  coast,  and  many  restl-ic-
tions  were  imposed  upon  the  cutting  of timber by  the cololliStS
themselves  and  by  the  mother  country.    Transportation was  as
yet  undeveloped  and  forests  lying back  some  distance  from the
coast  or  from  drivable  or  navigable  streams  we1'e  just  aS  inaC-
c'essible to them as if they were located on the western frontier.
Timbel-s   of   certain  kinds   and   dimensions  were   reserved   for
specified  purposes  arid  heavy  pellaltieS  Were  inflicted  for  tres-
passing..
rSevemtee'n
Lumbering' nevertheless flourished.   The first sawmill of which
we llaVe  authentic record Was established  in  Maine  in  1631.    In
the  years  immediately  succeeding  scores  of  mills  were  erected
in  New  York  and  New  England.     These  early  mills  consisted
of one  or more  upright  saws  operated by  wind  or  water power.
The  output  of  the  individual  plaIlt  Was  indeed  Small  yet  the
large  number  of  mills  in  a  locality  soon  exhausted  the  local
t]-mber  supply.    Governors  reported  "mills  with  12  saws"  and
stated tIlat in a Short time all of the timber in the province would
be gone if lumbering continued at its presellt Pace.
The  attitude  of  the  colonists  generally,  regarding  the  timber
supply  was  one  of  apprehension  due  entirely,  of  course,  to  the
fact that wood, a heavy,  bulky product, plentiful but mostly in-
accessible,  could  not  readily  be  transported  great  distances  to
points  where  it  was  to  be  used.    Yet  standing  timbe1-  in  itself
jJ]ad  nO  Value.    The  measure  of the  value of  improvements made
by the early settlers was the amount of labor involved in working
up the raw materials used in their construction, plus tile  cost Of
metal  employed.     Colonists,  movingo  from  one  place  to  another,
burned  their  buildings  to  get  the  hand  wrought  impo1-ted  nails
that  they  might  use  them  again  in  the  construction  of  their
lleW  homes.
Lumbering  was  only  of  local  interest,  except  for  the  export
t['ade  enjoy_ed by  those  nlills  located  upon  navigable  water.    Its
importance  in  a  locality  llTaS measured  almost solely by  existing'
fyi,,-ater    t
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aine  were  hig'hly  favored  in  this  regard  and  were  the
early  centers  of  the lumber  illduStry.
The  destruction  of  ou1'  forests  had  its  beginning~  about  100
years  ag'o.    It  is  safe  to  say  that  during  colonial  times  and  in
the  first  years  of  our  National  existence  the  growth  of  timber
equalled if not actually  exceeded the  amount destroyed in clear-
ing'  farms  and  in  lumbering  ope1-atiOnS.    Indeed it  is  quite  eel--
fain that as late  as 1820  allCI POSSibly as  late  as  1850 the  original
stand  of 'timber  was  still  p1-aCtiCally  virgin.    The  great  forests
of  the  Pacific  slope,  the  Rockv  moulltaillS,  the  South,  the  Lake
states,  and  the  Appalachians''were  intact.    The  ea;t  co;st,  New
I-]ngland  and  the  Interior  hardwood  forests  were  the  only  ones
be]'ng   exploited   or  destleoyed  ill   those   days  tO  make  Way  for
fi.+rms.
The  introduction  of  steam  as  motive  power  had  a  pro_found
e{1-ect  on  our national life.I 5 It  revolutioIliZed transportation  and
ill_dustry.   The forests of trie country were the first of our natural
I-,`1SOurCeS   tO   feel   the   effect   Of  the   new   COnditiOn.     As   late   as
l*15 mills operating in New York were almost precisely identical
EIICgl'Lteem
to those first erected in Maine 200 years earlier.    Practically the
o]`|]y  change  made  during'  the  two  centuries  was  in  the  number
of  saws  operating  under  one  roof.    It  is recol-ded  that  as  inany
as  a  dozen  upright  saws where often  operated  at  one  time  in t,he
lumber mills  of  the  eighteenth  century.
The   first   steam   driven   sawmills   were   erected   about   1820.
Steam  locomotives  came  into  use  about  10  years  later.     This
combination  proved   disastrous  to  early  stands  of  magni-ficent
timber and even now threatens the very existence of our present
forests.    steam sawmills were  more powerful and operated mole
rapidly  than  the  earlier types,  and  could  cut  out  a  region  in  a
much  shorter  time.    The  extension  of  railroads  opened  up  new
distant  markets  for the  products  of  the  forest.    Then,  too,  rai1-
l~oads   crossing   the  Appalachians   and   pen'etrating   the   timber
areas of the Ohio, the Upper Mississippi and Great Lakes Regions
opened  up  an  almost  limitless  expanse  of  virgin  forest  land  to
a  then  comparatively  small  population.    Realizing'-  the  vast  ex-
tent  of  the  forests,  and  relying  upon  a  sure  transportation  the
fear  of  even  local  timber  famines  vanished  from  the  minds  of
the people, and all apprehension in regard to future timber sup-
plies  was  dissipated.
The new  epoch was  one  of  expansion  and  the  middle  westem
states  during  t`his  period  developed  rapidly.     Forest  conserva-
tion  was  I_ost  sight  of,   and  for  60  years  tube  great  wilderness
vieldefd  to  the  axe  and  the  saw  an  immense  volume  of  forest
inaterial  most  of  which  was  destroyed  by  fire  to  make  way  for
farming  operations.    Not  until  1870  were  the  thoughts  of  the
people  again  turned  toward  the  conservingl  of  the  nation7s  tim-
ber  resources.
Pioneering in any line is wasteful of natural resources, though
ultimately  the  time  and  effort  expended  usually  brings  many-
fold  retums.    Pioneering  in  the  development  of  America  was
no  exception  to  this  rule.    The  question,  were  the  early  settlers
.justified  in  destroying  a  great  1~eSOurCe,  the  ±'OreStS  over  a  large
part  of  the  United  States,  may  be  answered  unqualifiedly,  yes."A forest unused is of no valu-e to mankind"  is  well said.    The
pioneers  used  the forest to the fullest  extent.    It provided them
with  practically  all  of  their  needs-fuel,  shelter,  some  clotifiing
and  sustenance  and  the  areas  upon  which  virgin  timber  st~ood
a  few years before now yielded abundant harvests of food ci-dps.
The  forests  of  America  have  played  a  larger  part  in  the  de-
velopment of the country than any other one resource.   It is true
that  in  the future our forests will be less conspicuous  than they
have been  in past generations, but tIley Will continrie to have an
important  part  in  the  advancement  of  our  civilization.    Rai-1-
NbrLeteen
roads .llaVe  Penetl-ated  eVe1-y  nook  and  corner  Of  Our  country.
The  fi1®St  rails  Were  laid  upon  wooden  cross  ties.    In  almost  a
hundred years of constant improvement in railway  construction
and methods no  substitute  has been  found  for  the  wooden  rail-
way  tie.
Towns   and  cities   dotting~  the   countryside   are   constructed
ch`1efly Of wood,  and many regions Prospered because Of  the Vast
quantities   of  surplus   forest  products  they   shipped   to   other
regions  where needed.
The  acquisition  of  great tracts  of  forest  lands  and  their sub-
|q-equent  conversion  into farms  or desolate  wastes was  made  pos-
sible  because  of  the  generosity  of  a  federal  government  over-
burdened  with  land.    The  land  laws  of  the  nation  were  ad-
mirably  adapted  to promote  the  rapid transfer  of  title  of  pub-
lic  timber  lands  to  private  parties.     Congress  was  ever  eager
to  make  it easy for  citizens  to  acquire  public  lands.    What  the
country  needed  apparently  was  settlers  to  develop  the  great
resources, and the ways and means of getting them were numer-
ous  and varied.    Great tracts of land were given to  states to be,
st`,ld at  low  prices  to  those who  would  improve  them  and  make
them  productive.    States  were  also  granted  great  quantities  of
land  to  be  sold,  the  proceeds  from  which  were  to  be  used  for
educational purposes.   Large quantities of land were donated to
railroads  and  other  organizations  to  aid  in  defraying  the  ex--
]JenSe Of COnStruCting transportation Systems in unsettled regions,
The  pre-emption  law  enacted  in  1841,  and  the  homestead  law
passed in 1862 were the two acts of congress most commonly em--
ployed by individuals to  obtain title to  government land in  t,he
earlier days.
The first law applying specifically to timber to be enacted, wass
the  Timber  and  Stone  Act  of  June  3,  1878.    At  this  time  wass
also  passed  the  Free  Timber  Act  allowing  the  free  use  of  gov-
ernment  timber  for  specified  purposes.     The  first  mentioned
law permitted the purchase of government timbe1®1and at a price
not  less  than  $2.50  per  acre.     The  lieu  selection  law  of  1897
eIlabled enterprising owners  of private  land witkin  government
reserves  to  exchange  it  for  timber  land outside  the  reserves  of
much  greater  value.    These  and  other  laws  enabled  private  in-
terests  to  acquire  the bulk  of  the  country's  commercially  valu-
able  forests  in  a  reasonably  short  time.
As late  as  1875  three-fourths  of  the  timber  then  standing  in
the  Ullited  States was still in the  possession  of the  federal  gov-
e1'nment.     The  timber  it  now  owns  comprises  less  than  20O/7/,
of  the total  presellt Stalld.    The  30 year  period  ending  in  1905
was  the  golden  era  in  the  acquisition  of  federal  timber  lands.
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First the Lake States forest succulribed tO the timbler speculator,
followed quickly during the eighties by the great southern forests
of pine,  cypress and hardwoods.    The Pacific  Coast forests were
next  invaded,  and  by  1905  practically  all  the  available  com-
mercially  valuable  timber  in  this  region  was  in  private  hands.
The  wholesale  acquisition  of  public  timber  lands  was  greatly
slowed  up  by  the  rising  wave  of  forest  conservation  sentiment
which  began  to  crytallize  about  30  years  ago.    The  pendulum
which  had  for  50  years  been  swinging  towards  forest  destruc-
tion  now  began  to  move  slowly  in  the  direction  of  forest  per-
petuation.    The  first  great  triumph  for  the  conservation  forces
was the  passage of the  "Forest Reserve  Act"  of March  3,1891,
by which means upwards  of 160 millions of acres of land,  most-
ly  limbered,  has  been  saved  to  the  public.    The  same  year  the"Pre-emption  Law"  was  repealed,  having  outlived  its  useful-
ness,  incidentally  depriving the  timber  speculator  of  one  means
of acquiring forested land.    The "Lieu Land Law" was repea.led
in  1905  thus cutting off another means  of  acquiring public  tim-
ber.    Secretary  of  the  Interior  Garfield put  teeth  in  the  "Tim-
ber  and  Stone  Act"  of  June  3,  1878  and  for  a  decade  and  a
half  this  law  has  been  decidedly  out  of  fashion  among  timber
speculators.    The  new  homestead  law  enacted  in  1912  is  not  at
all  suited  to  the  public  timber  land,  since  it  requires  that  one-
eighth  of the  entry  must be  under  cultivation before  proof can
be made.
Only  one  of  the  factors  mentioned  above  really  resulted  in
the saving  of  any  considerable  amount  of  timber  to  the Ameri-
can  public.    The  "Forest  Reserve  Act"  was  passed  at  a  time
when  there  was  yet  great  quantities  of  excellent  virgin  timber
standing  on  the  public  domain.    The  creation  of  the  numerous
forest  reserves  during  the  early  years  of  the  law  was  a  great
achievement.    In  later  years,  the  al-eas  reserved  were  less  valu-
able from a commercial viewpoint because of the fact that much
of the most accessible  timber had previously passed into private
hands.   The obnoxious land laws under which great areas of tim-
ber lands passed from federal ownership, were repealed, amended
or  modified  atf dates  so  late  that  it  made  practically  no  differ-
ence  in  actual  results,  since the  available  commerciallv  valuable
public timber had almost entirely been entered by private parties
previous  to  the  operation  of  the  new  or  modified  laws.     This
is  amply  evidenced  by the fact  that  for  a  long  time  the  forests
on  the  public  domain  have  comprised  less  than  297o  of  the  total
stand  of  government  owned  timber.
The public is realizing more and mol-e that forest conditions I-n
America  are  not  what  they  folme1-1y  were.    In  the  early  days
vast  forests  occupied  valuable  agricultural  land.     The  timber
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ori these areas has long since been removed and where trees once
stood are now great fields of ripening grain.    The forest frontier
has  been   pushed  back   and  back   until  timber   occupies   areas
lar'gely unsuited to agriculture.    The enlightened American pub-
lic is beginning to realize the  utter foolishness  of forest  destruc-
t:ton on lands which cannot be put to a`higher use than the grow-
ing-  of  trees.     Opinion  has  so  far  crystallized  that  legislation
has  been  proposed  in  contgress  having  for  its  primary  object
the  prevention  of  forest devastation  on  all land  chiefly valuable
±'t`,I the production of timber crops.    The enactment of such legis-
lation will be a fitting climax to a hard fought battle to preserve
and  extend Our remaining timber  lands to the end that the  peo-
ple  of  American  shall  have  a  continuous  supply  of  wood  suf-
fic,lent  at  all times  to  meet  our  national  requirements.
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CI-he Careless Smoker
(Apalogbes  to   Kbplbprbg)
A  fool  there  was  and  his  pipe  he  lit
(Even  as  you  and  I)
On  a  forest  trail  where  the  leaves  we1-e  fit
To  become  ablaze  from tile  Smallest  bit
Oil  spark-and  the  fool  lie  furnished  it
The  dav  was  llTindy  and  dry.O
The  forest  was  burned  to  its very  roots,
Even beIleatll tile ground,
lVith  the flowers,  the  birds  and  the  pool-  dumb  bl-uteS,
Old hoarv  oaks,  and tile tender Shootsa
Which  miglht  have  macle  logos  but  fo1~  Such  g~aloots
Allowed to i5'ander round.
The lumber jack has now passed on
His  pay-day  comes  no  more
And the screech-owls haunt the camp  at  dawn
Where the  cook7s tin  pall  woke  the  men  Of bl-aWn
But  the  mill  is  silent,  the  trees  are  glOlle,
The  sol-1  and  tile  forest  flOO1~.
A  deadly  sight  are  those  Ilills  of  rocks
Which  once  we1-e  beldS  Of  a-reen.
No  hope  for  the  human,  no  food  folo the  flocks
The  floods  must be  Ileld  by  expensive  locks
And the harbor is silted to the'docks                                   I
The  ships no more  are  seen.
But the fool smokes on in the  forest  still
Leaves  camp-fires  burning  too
While  the  patient  public  pays  the  bill
And  the llatiOn7s wealth  is destroyed  for nil
If  the  law  doesn't  get  him,  Old  Satan  lltill
When  his  smoking  days  are  th1®Oug'h.
/ *By   Harris   A.   Reynolds   in   'trrfee   Ope%   Rod,cE."
Thbventu-tlLree
Recreation on Forest Lands
By  ARTHUR  H.   CARHART
Before  forests  were  designated  as  definite  forest  area,  1-eCrea-
tion was present on the lands which were later included by such
acts  as  administrative  units.   The  reel-eational  use  of  c',e1-tain  Of
the  forests  in  England,  was  the  prime  reason  for  their  being
set  asicTe  as  Crown  Forests.     Great  areas,  partly  tree  covered,
and  partly  opell  meadow  land,  were  included  in  these  great
1-eSerVatiOnS   alld   Within^  their   borders,   Only   the   king   or   the
nobility  could  follow the  chase  and  there  find  recreation.
During-   more   recent   times   in   our   own   country,   a   eel-lain
amoullt  Of  recreation  has  been  Present  in  all  forest  areas  wher-
B
Trout   Fishing   on  one   of  our   P\TationaI   Forests.
ever  located.    Jackson  Hole,  of  the  Teton  Forest,  is  known  the
world  over  as  a  huntsman7s  paradise.    Estes  Park,  surrounded
on  i.hree  sides by the  Colorado  National  Forest,  is  equally  well
known.    People  seeking  recreation recoglliSe  Only  the  opportun-
ities for play out of doors, and do not stop to analyze administra-
tive systems or man-made limits,  and go into tree covered moun-
tain  lands  and  lake  te1®1~itOrieS  Wherever-  they may  be,  I-eg-ardless
of boullda1-V lines Or Otller Organization features.
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In  so  doing,  these  seekers  after  reel-eation  in  the  out-of-doors,
invade our forest lands wIlether they be State, County, Municipal
or  of  larger  National  proportions.     There  at  ollCe  come  Prob-
lems  of  taking  care  of  this  use  of  forest  territory,  so  that  the
other  activities usually  present in forest land  will be  interfered
with  as  little  as  possible,  and  the  greatest  ag'gregate  retum  se-
cured from all uses.
Today, the human use of the forest is recog-nized as one of the
major returns  possible  to tile OWnerS,  Who  are  the  People.    Dur-
i]1g  1920,  more than 190,000  people visited  the  National  Forests
o£! the State of Colorado, securing something over 3,,000,000 man-
clays of recreation in that use.    More than 250,000 people passed
over one road leading into  the  Angeles National  Forest  in  Cali-
fo1.nia.
When a use of this magnitude develops, there a1-e Present, some
pretty  s'erious  problems  both  from  the  view-point  of  the  land-
scape  architect  and  from  the  viewpoint  of  the  forester.    The
forester as such is primarily interested in the p1-aCtiCe Of forestry,
i.he  g'rowth  of  timber  for  use  in  the  production  of  lumber  and
Other  wood  products,  the  watershed  protection  afforded  by  tile
±'orest  growth  and the grazing-  of cattle.    The human  use  of for-
est,  lands  is  a  fourth  use  wIliCh  involves  IIOt  tile  Principles  of
ftjrestry in its planning so much as it does lanclscape architecture
which  nevertheless  affects  the  management  of  t-he  forests  for
t}1eSe  Other  uses.    It  is  in  this  field  that  the  forester  need  con-
corn himself particularly,  ill  Order that in llandling- forest areas
for  the  production  of  timber  and  protection  of  watershed,  he
may  properly  plan  for  the  setting  in  of  the  recreation  use,  so
there  will  be  little  interferellCe  in  the  economic  Production  Of
the woodlands.
The landscape architect has a solnewhat different field.  in that
c'al®e  should be  taken  to  so  plan  the  al-ea  which  will  be  hsed  for
1-I-lC,reatiOn  that  it  Will  properly  serve  human  use,  and  he  must
look  primarily  to  this  phase  before  he  takes  into  consideration
the other side of the problems.    He must apply the flmdamental
p]-inciples  of  landscape  architecture  rather  than  the  principles
of  forestry.    He  must  consider  also  the  economic  phases  of  for-
estry  and  endeavor  to  co-relate  the  Iluman  use  With  the  PrOduC-
lion  of  commodities  as  one of the  fundamental  principles  of  all
landscape  work  is  the  propel®  balallCing  and  CO-relating  of  all
activities.    The  forester  may  not  look  on  the  plan  of  the  land-
scape  man  with  any  dread  whatever,  for,  because  of  this  train-
ing',  the landscape architect will always have in mind the service
side-the production side of tile forest-aS llTell as the human u_se
sI.de.
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There are then two distinct fields of activitv in the forest work
relative to recreational development  and use:   The first must be
approached by the forester from the angle of ttHow is Recreation
going  to  affe'ct  the  fundamental  purpose  of  the  forest,  namely,
Timber  Production  and  Water-Shed Protection?"    On  the  other
hand, the Landscape Architect must approach the problem with
the  question:    "How  shall  we  adapt  this  land  surface  and  its
conditions  to  a  use  made  by  human  being`s?"    Each  has  as  a
back g-round the fundamental principle of a science and art, each
is distinct, and yet each must concern itself with the proper han-
dling of r'ecreation on forest lands of all types.   In order to fully
accomplish  this  work,  landscape. architects  expecting  to  practice
in the field of rural recreational design should have a sympathet-
ic  understanding  of  the  board  phases  of  forestry  and  the `goal
to which the forester is working.    The forester should have some
outlook  on  the  ideas  and  ideals  of  landscape  architecture  and
what  it  is  striving  to  do  when  it  plans to  adapt  large  surfaces
of  rural  landscape  to  the  use  of  human beings.    There  must  be
i`,his  understanding  to  bring  this  about.     It  is  verv  desirable,
therefore, to have all foresters who are going iIltO theo active fielcl
work  of  the  profession  become- somewhat  familiar  with  the  art
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of  landscape  architecture  during  school  vears,  at  least  so  they(
Ilave an  unde~rstanding of its ideals and objectives.    The same is
+urue  of  the  landscape  architect  in  regarcl  to  technical  forestry.
while the landscape  architect  should never aft,empt to step  into
the field of forestry as a forester, he should know`what the forest,
man  hopes  to  attain in  his plans of  work,  and  his  programs  ±`ol®
advancement of forestry, in order tllat he may adequately under-
stand  the  other  side  of the  problem  where  stri6tly  forestry  and
strictly landscape rnav come in  conflict in plans.
L
The  outlook  for  this  new  use  of  tile  forest  Shows  that  at  the
present time there is a use present in recreation which needs im-
mediate consideration.    The future looms big in possibilities and
probabilities for this use.   A decade ag'o, less than 300,000 people
came  to  the  state  of  Colorado,  who  durintjo'  their  visit  entered
National Forest Lands.   During the past season very nearly four
times that number were in the forests.   If tile next decade COntin-
ues  in  the  same  ratio,  by  1930  Co16rado  will  be  entertaining
4,500,000  recreation  users  in  her  National  Forests,  who  will  be
getting~  at  the  present  rate  of  use,   somethillg   over   12,000,000
days of recreation per year.    If a 10-hour- day in the Out-Of-doors
is  worth  $1.00  to  each  of  these  visitors,  the  total  r'eturn  in  rec-
reation  from  the  forests  of  this  one  state  will  attain  a  mato,'ni-
tued  of  $12,000,000  wortII  Of  Play,  measured  on  this inadequate
basis.    It  is  possible  that this  use  will  return  greater  aggregate
value  from  certain  areas,  or  even  total  forests,  within  the  llear
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future than any other forest product.    The  great feature  of this
is  that  this  use  can  continue  in  an  even  greater  quantity  year
The  Dolores  Peaks,  Montezuma  `Tational  Forest,  Colorado.
after  year,  and  with  propel-  Planninga  and  direction  Will  never
dissipate  the  resources.     Looking  on  scellery  does  not   detlaaCt
On   the  \Vashakie   \tational   Forest,   Wyoming.
from  its  permanent  value,  aIld  the  Week7s  vacation  secured  bv
one  individual  in  forest  laIldS  does  llOt  PreVellt  another  Per-SOL
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Finally,  tIliS  reCreatiOnal  use  iS  the  One  tgreat,  direct,  univer-
sal, personal use which can be made by every person in the United
States of forest lands.   We cannot all be timber' operators nor can
from  getting  an  equal  time  of  play in  the  same  area but  a  few
days  late1-.
"On   the   trail"   in   the   National   Forest.
we all be grazing men or owners of irrigatioll Systems dependent
upon forest cover of watershed, but each one of us can be a vaca-
tion  user  of  forest  lands  if  we  will  but  grasp  the  oppo1-tunity.
Because  this  is  the  one  great,  direct,  pel-sollal  use,  it  offers  the
opportunity  to  inter-eSt  all People  in forests.    OllCe  interested in
this personal use these  same people  will become interested in the
other phases of forest activities, and through recreation more than
anv  othe_I  medium,  the  forester  will  in  the  future  present  the
lle6ds of  forestry and sell to the people  of the United  States the
idea  of proper  support  of forest  indust1-ieS  and  forestry  in  gen-
eral.
Forest recreation is with us to stay.   People would not stay out
of  the  forests  even  if  they  were  posted  to  keep  out  trespassers.
In fact,  if a  trespass sign were put up  it might lend zest  to  the
invasion  of  the  forest  by  a  recreationist,  and  it  might  mean  an
even  greater attendallCe than at  Present When  they  are  Welcome
to their  own  forest  lands.    It therefore  behooves  the  foreste1-  tO
look  forward  to  a  reasonable  ill_Crease  Of  the  recreation  use  in
forests, and the co-relation of that use llTith tile more commercial
uses found in wood production  alld Watershed  Protection.    It  is
equally important for the professiollal landscape architect tO reC-
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og'nize the need of more specially trained men to handle the plan-
Iling Of recreation use On glreat areas Of rural landscape,  whethe1-
they be  parks or fo1-eStS.    Such planning by sucll men iS needed
regardless  of  whetIle1-  tlley  are  the  Small  forest  lands  Or  Pal-k
places of a municipality ol` tile greater, broader land Surfaces Of
National Parks or Forests where millions of acres are involved in
a single, comprehensive study.
Centuries ago, the fil®st,  fo1-eStS  Of  the  Old world were used pri-
marily  for  recreation  pu1-Poses.     They  were  play   grounds  of
king-s  and  princes.    Our  modern  economic  life  has  made  us  all
look  upon  forests  as  p1®OduCerS  Of necessities  for  the  industries.
It  is entirely proper that this economic phase  should be  empha-
sized,  but  we  are  ente1'ing  illtO  another  Stage  ill  forest  develop-
ment,  and that  stage brings back iIltO the economic forest lalldS
of today the use made maIly years ago by the nobility-the hu-
man use-and makes that resource available for all people of the
country.    The plans of fol-est  systems of the future will empha-
size  first the production  of  timber  and  protection  of watershed,
but  will  also  recognize  tlliS  Other  use-the  human  use-SO  that
the  greatest possible retul-n fl-om  all sources will be made  avail-
able.
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CThe Ndliue u)hits Pine of
lourd
By IJ.  H.  PAMMEL
Professo1`t  Of  Botamy, Iowa,  State  Cchecge
Iowa  is  on  the  borderland  between  p1-airie  and  forest.     The
topog-rapIly  Of  the  State  has belen  lal~gely  determined by-the  dif-
ferent  glacial  drift  sheets  which  cove1-  the  great'er  Part  Of  the
st,ate.     The  streams  too  have  been  iIlfluellCed  by  the  different
gllacial  drifts.    Two  mighty  streams  mark  the  boundary  of  the
state, the Mississippi, finest and best stream of the United States
on  the   east  and  the  silt  laden  Missouri  on  the  west.     From
ifeokuk in southeasterll Iowa to New Albin in llOrtheaStern Iowa
there are numerous limestone outc1-OPS Of Va1~iOuS ages.    Although
tile  topography  iS  fairly  uniform  over  muCII  Of  this  State,  tIlere
are  marked  and  abrupt  changes  brought  about  by  different
geological  formations.    For instance,  in northeastern Iowa  the
Oneota  limestone  aIld  the  St.  Peter  and  St.   Croix  sands-tone
along  the  Des  Moines  f1~Om  Keokuk  to  Webster  county  tile  Car-
boniferous sandstone at such points as Cordova, Red Rock, and
Pine   Creek,   Muscatine   countv.     These  formations  have   had
more  to  do  with  the  preventi6n  of  the  outward  extensiollS  Of
certain  trees,  shrubs  and  herbaceous  plants  than  topography.
Let  us  use a  few i11ust11atiOnS  Of the  distribution  Of  some  trees.
The white pine  (P,'7¢t,S Sf7®OZ,¬t,sJ  which is a most typ]®cal  species
of  tile  trees  for  northern  and  Celltral Wisconsin  and  Minnesota
is  rarely found  in  Iowa.    Therefore,  its  occurence  in  Iowa  is  of
interest.    There  are more groves of white pine in Allamakee and
Winneshiek  counties thaIl elSeWIlel-e in the State.    I recall groves
on  the  Yellow  river,  Forest  Mills  ancl  the balsam fir  grove  area
further  up  the  stream.    Thel-e  al-e  also  isolated  groves  of  white
pine  on  the  Oneota  river  in  Allamakee  alld  Winneshiek  coun-
ties.    There  are  a few trees left at  Dec,orah,  a  great  manv  more
up the stream.    There are some fine groves at Waterville b®etween
Waukon  and Waukon  Junctioll,  Perhaps tile  finest grove in the
state,  at  anv  1-ate  there  iS  better-  1-ePrOduCtiOn  here  than  at  any
other pointuin the state so far as I know.  This little area should
be preserved as a state park because of the natural reproduction.
There js a fine  grove  in Dubuque  county on Pine creek.    I have
not seen this, but Professor  Shimek tells me it is one of the most
interesting places in the state.    Thel®e may be a few more isolated
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groves  in  this  county.    In  Jackson  county,  the  county  to  the
soutI1,  there  iS  One  lone  original pine  standing  on a  sandy  st,one
outcrop  on  the  Tete  des  Morts  river.    It  is undoubtedly native.
The  next  grove  of  any  importance  is  the  one  in  the  Backbone
Park  in  Delaware county,  four miles  east  of  Butler  county  and
in  northeastern  Delaware  county.    There  are  less  than  seventy-
five  large  trees.    Some  of  the larger  trees  were  cut  many  years
ago.    There  is  fair  reproduction  in  places  where  the  area  has
not been  grazed.    A  few  of  these  trees  occu1-  On  the  Maquoketa
river sand flood plain,  but most of the trees are on the limest,one
I-oak.    However  there  is much  sand  in  the  reglion  and  the  lime-
stone rock is often covered with a little soil.
The  names  of  streams  often  give  a  little  clue  to  plants  which
at one time may have occurred.    I recall Pine creek in soutlheast-
em  Minnesota,  so  named  by  the  early  settlers  because  of  the
scattered  white  pine  g1-OVeS.    Though  these  are  mostly  removed
now,  there  is a  pine  creek  in  Fayette  county  near  West Union.
There  are plenty  of red cedars or were when  I visited the  place
some twelve years ago, but no white pine.    I was told by old set-
tlers  that when .this  cotlntry  was  settled there were  a few  white
pines.
The  next  re±o,lion  where  the  white  pine  occur-S  in  Iowa  is  the
E]dora  Steamboat  Rock  area  in  Hardin  county.    This  is  on  the
Iowa river, quite isolated from the other areas.   It is a little over
100  miles west of the Backbone area.    The  Cedar and Wapsipin-
icon  are  intervening  streams.    Why  the  species  does  not  occur
there is a question, because there are sandy stretches and wooded
alloeaS  On  these  Streams  Where  the  species  might  have  been   ex-
pected  to  grow.    This  Eldora  Steamboat  Rock  area  consists  of
carboniferous  sandstone,  in  some  cases vertical ledges  50-75  feet
his-'h.   In  pioneer days there were  a  good many  trees,  some  large
ones.    Some years ago I measured a stump four feet in diameter.
There  is  a  single  living  tree  on  Pine  creek  slightly  less  in  dia-
meter.    The sandstone no doubt has influenced the  occurrence  of
the  pine.    The  associates  here  are  the  cIlerry  birch  and  Paper
birch and many interesting- herbaceous plants.    At the Backbone
Park the white pines are  associated with  sycamore,  chestnut oak
and  Canadian  yew.    There  are  no  chestnut  oaks nor  sycamores
at  Steamboat  Rock,  but  the  rare marginal fem  /Asp¢do-w,"  "czpr-
L,I,%C,ZeJ  occurs,  the  only  locality  in  the  state.     The  bush  honey
suckle is common at both places as is also the large toothed aspen.
There is a similar sandstone area in Boone county, but there  are
Ilo  pines  or birches.
The white pine occurs in one other area ; in the Pine creek area
in Muscatine county known as Wild Cat Den.   At this point the
white  pine  reaches the  most  southern  extension west  of  the  Mis-
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sissippi river.    It is  unique,  quite  as much so  as  t,he  Steamboat
Rock area, which certainly is the most westerly extension of the
white pine in Iowa.    It borders more closely on the prairie than
in any  other point in the United States.    In Hardin county the
white  pine  is  surroundecl  by  northern  plants;  in  Muscatine  by
many southern plants. It is worth while from scientific standpoint
to have these  areas preserved for park purposes.    This has been
done  in  part  for  the  Muscatine  area  through  Mi-ss  Emma  and
Miss  Clara  Brandt,  and the  Eldora  area  is  now  in  a  park.
Thbrtq-two
Timber Cruising a ld Frdncdis
By  E.  M.  DAVIS
Private Edward M. Davis,  17th Co.,  20th Engineers, will pro-
Geed  from  Castets,  Landes,  to  La  Chaise  Dieu,  Haute  IJOire,  I-e-
porting  upon  arrival  to  District  Commande1®  Of  20th  Engineers
for duty under  Captain John D.  Guthrie.
Equipped  with  the  above  traveling  order,  a  ticket  slightly
smaller than a daily paper, and with all his worldly goods jammed
into  pack  and  barracks  bag,  one  of  Uncle  Sam7s  buck  privates
i,i,as wedged  (by an M. P.)  into a third-class compartment of the
Bordeaux  local.    For  company  he  had  three  retuming  French
"Soldats",  three  peasant  women of  ample proportions  and sev-
Oral children of assorted sizes and sexes.    There was also a unique
collection  of  boxes,  bundles,  baskets,  canteens,  musettes,  packs
and miscellaneous junk.   Under these circumstances, an addition
in  the  compartment  was  not  particularly  welcome,  but  by  the
judicious use of a sack of Bull Durham,  he was able to  establish
friendly  relations  with the  military  element,  and  soon  all  were
¬]greed that Sherman was right.
Passing  through  Bordeaux,  Perigeux,  Luinoges  and  Mouthi-
loon, the train drew into Vichy twenty four hours after the start.
All  the way east from Bordeaux the land had become more roll-
ing  and  hilly,  orchards,  vineyards  and  grain  fields  frequently
giving way to upland pastures and woodlands.    South of Vichy
the change was even more marked, and as the railway wound up
the  Valley  of  the  Allier,  the  percentage  of  woodland  steadily
increased  and  villages  were  less common.    The hills became  low
mountains covered with fir, spruce, larch and Scotch pine.
Toward noon,  La  Chaise Dieu was reached.    Here a village  of
about  two  thousand  people  was  clustered  on  the  crest  of  an
isolated,   flat-topped   hill.     A  view  for  miles  in   all  directions
showed only wooded hills and low mountains with scattered pas-
tures and farms.
At headquarters,  a typical small  French  IIOte1,  I  learned that
a  new  log_ging  district  for  the  20th  EllgineerS  Was being  eStab-
1ished,  and  that  the  dozen  men  at  La  Chaise  Dieu  were  to  be
members of the headquarters company.    Six forest school gradu-
ates were assigned to the timber acquisition crew for the district
including the departments of Haute Loire, Puy de' Dome, Canta1,
Loire,  Rhoue, Ardeche and Lozere.    A  day or two  passed before
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the  other  members  of  the  acquisition  crew  reported  for  work:
two  men  from Yale,  one  froln the  University  of  California,  one
from  Penn  State,  and George  Hartman  alld myself  from  Ames.
As  soon  as  the  crew  was  complete  we  moved  several  miles  to
a  village  which  was  within  easv  waJ_king`  distance  of  our  work.
The  following  day  we  were  inutroduced  to  our  job  and  to  our
future associates,  several members of the French Forest  Service.
A third rate  road climbed up from the valley  along  the  side  of
the hill, passed a few farms and dwindled to a path that entered
the  Forest  of  La  Sarre,  the  first  scene  of  action.    It  was  here
that  the  Frenchmen  were  waiting,  and  lengthy  introductions
followed.     They  wore  dark  blue  uniforms,   and  made   a  very
soldierly appearance with their brass buttons, gold braid, 1eggins
¬`tlnd military  caps.    From the  start,  tIle  French  and  Americans
were sources of great mutual interest and amusement.   We werelLhe  first  Americans  to  reach  that  section  of  France  and  thev
were the only French with whom we had become well acquainted.
Of course a knowledge of French on our part was a decided help.
Their  names  were  so  long  and  inconvenient  that  we  had  a
nickname for each before the day was over.    First there was the
Walrus;  his mustache  won  him  that title.    His  position  corres-
ponded to  that  of  ranger  in  America.    As  chief  of the  French
party the Walrus had a keen sense  of his own  importance,  and
when his disposition was ruffled, he used pungent and picturesque
language in a tone like that, of a coffee grinder filled with gravel.
Blackie  was  about  thirty-five  years  old,  Irore  good matured  and
more  prepossessing.    He  twirled  a  mean  mustache  whenever  a
strange  mademoiselle  appearecl  on  tlhe  scene.    Uncle  Sam  was
1-rJe  most  amusing  Of  all.    He  was  a  stocky,  twinkling-eyed  old
rascal  whose  face  bore  a  resemblance  to  the  Uncle  Sam  of  car-
toons.    He  had  grown  grey  in  the  service,  and  had  developed
a  decided  taste  for vim rouge  and  anecdotes  of  a  rich  and racy
nature.    The  fourth  and  last  was  shorty,  a  quiet,  solemn,  little
lnan  of  about forty.    Shorty  was  so  full  of  energy that he  was
always  working  ahead  of  the  others  and  waiting  for  them  to
catch up.        `
Work followed the introductions.   This forest had already been
approved as a project for the Twentieth.   We were to go through
\T`7ith the Frenchmen, mark trees for cutting,  caliper,  and re'cord
them.    They  used  small  marking  hatchets  with  which  they  cut
off  chips  of  bark  at  breast  height  then  stamped  the  wood  with
the  die  on the hatchet head.    This was  also  done just  above the
glround,  so  that  one  stamp  or  brand  would  show  on  the  stump
and  again on  the  the butt  log,  to  prove  that the tree  had  been
selected  for  cutting  by  the  proper  officials.   'Since  accurate  vo1-
ulne tables had been worked out 'for different species and locali-
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ties,   the   only  measur'emelltS   required   Were   the   diameters   at
breast  height.
Of  all  the  species  the  fir  was  most  common  and  reached  the
largest  diameter.    Even  then,  fir  trees  of  over  thirty  inch  dia-
meter were rare.    Uncle  Sam would sometimes walk up  to  such
a  tree,  pat  it with  his  hand  and  say,  "You have  no  such trees
as this in America".    If one of the crew tried to tell him of the
west coast trees, he would shrug his shoulders, ttMon, Dieu, what
a liar".   It was interesting to note the frequency with which root
tgrafting  occurred  in  the  fir.    We  often  saw  stumps  that  had
grown  a  callus  three  inches  wide,  being  connected  with  neigh-
boring  trees  that  were  uncut.    Next  in  importance  to  the  fir,
was Norway spruce.   This was usually taller and slenderer, often
forming splendid poles.   There was a small amount of Scotch pine,
which  had  been  introduced.    This  tree  was  almost  invariably
]imly,  crooked  and  generally  scrubly  in  appearance,  decidedly
inferior  to  the  others.    In  fact  it  was the  French  policy  to  cut
and  get rid of  the  pine,  since  it  is considered a  failure  in  that
res-ion.    The larch was not common but compared favorably with
fir and spruce in quality.
In cutting,  the selection system appeal-ed tO be in general use.
The  stands  were  mixed,  uneven  aged,  and  while  the  forested
areas w'ere large,  the  individual holdiIlgS Were  Often  Very  Small.
There always appeared to be an abundance of natural reproduc-
tion.    The  percentage  cut  larg-ely  depellded  On  the  COnditiOn  Of
the  stand  in  question.    In  a  comparatively  mature  stand  like
that  of  La  Sarre,  a  maximum  of  40O/a  was  sometimes  cut,  but
tIliS  Was  much  above  the  average.    In  selecting  the  particular
trees for cutting,  great care was takell tO mark the over mature
and defective trees  and to  open up  crowded clumps.   As a  rule
fill Was COnSidered mature When it reached a D. B. H. of two feet,
and  seldom  showed  any  signs  of  deterioration  when  smaller.
Trees of this size and up were always marked unless so numerous
that their removal would open up the stand altogether too much.
Trees  of any  size that showed disease,  infectious  of fungi,  large
burls or stag head were marked.    However, the trees are nearly
always cut before they become over mature and start to deterior-
ate.
In  the  course  of  several weeks  we covered  this  forest,  as  well
as two adjoining tracts belonging to the same estate which owned
several hundred acres of forest.    This was part of  an old estate
of the days before the French Revolution and was still the largest
in  that  section.    We  were  always  accompanied  in  our  work  by
members of the ownersJ family who kept their ovIl tally.    Since
the men were away in the army, it was usually Madame P. and her
daughter.     They  were  very  cordial  and  greatly  interested  in
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America and American  customs.    On our part we had been long
enough  in  France  to  app1-eCiate  the  acquaintance  Of  ladies  of
+he better class.    One or another of the crew was usually so busy
entertaining Mademoiselle P. that her tally was far from accur-
ate.
The French Foresters took their work in a very leisurely man-
ner.    Uncle Sam was never seen to hurry except once when a bee
stung him on his southem exposure ;  Blacky would go  into high
when there was a woman in the case ; the Walrus could be stimu-
lated by a long pull at his canteen ; but Shorty was always on the
job.    They  usually  came  stringing  through  the  woods  at  about
8:30.    After  ten  minutes  to  shake  hands  all  around,  work  con-
tinued till ll :30.    In the morning they were often grouchy,  but
a  quart  of  red wine  at  noon  caused them  to  see  the  world  in  a
more  rosy  light and by  1:30 they  were ready  to ttcarryon77 ina
very cheerful frame  of mind.    At  5 :00  a second dairy reception
was due, and then we parted till the next day.   It must have been
in  late  September  when  the  Walrus  went  on  strike.     He  an-
nounced one evening that  work would end for  a  few days until
he got his potatoes dug.    This did not appeal to us, and someone
asked if he intended to  put his private  affairs  ahead of his war
work.    "War,"  said  the  Walrus,  "But,  yes,  one  understands
that there is a war; but also there  are my unfortunate  potatoes
which must be dug without delay.   If the war interferes with my
potatoes,  so much  the worse  for  the  war.    IJet the War;COntinue.
I shall dig potatoes".    And he did.
I
The next  job  was harder.    It was a tract of  about seven hun-
dred acres, composed of nearly three hundred separate lots, with
probably half as many individual owners.    The boundaries were
so indistinct that it was necessary  for the  owners to  accompany
the party, since a separate record was required for each holding.
Each lot had its  own  name,  for  example,  the  Priests'  wood, tile
Great  Forest,  the  Boars7  wood,  and  there  were  a  dozen  Black
Forests.    M,ost  of  these  small  proprietors  were  peasant  farmers
living in the neighborhood.    They were  accustomed to  cutting  a
few trees  from time to time,  accor-ding to the size  of their hold-
ings,  with  the  permission  of  the  forest  officers.     The  owners
trimmed the trunks down to a top diameter of four inches, barked
them  and  hauled  the  entire  trunks  to  the nearest  sawmill.    In
hauling, oxen, horses and even milk cows were used.    The horses
were often blinded in one eye so that the government would not
take them for the army.   It was interesting to note that the per-
centage  of  waste  is  much  less  than  in  the  United  States.    The
French  considered  that  20%  of  the  tree  was  contained  in  the
limbs and tops. These were bundled up in fagots and sold for fire-
wood.    Slabs,  edgings and sawdust make up  a second 2097o,1eav-
ing'  6097o  to  be  marketed  as  lumber.     Their  mills  are  usually
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crude band mills of  small capacity but no doubt better suited to
local  conditions than an American mill would be.
The forests owned by the state are apt to be in the more inac-
cessible regions,  as in our own west.    In France the state forests
often  contain  the  best  timber  for  that  reason  alld  also  because,
power logging is practically unknown.    The FrellCh  Officials faV-
ored  tracts  in  the  state  fo1-eStS  aS  American  pI-OjeCtS  largely  be-
cause of mature timber that offered more difficult logging chalices
than  they  were  accustomed  to  handle.    On  the  other  hand,  the
small  owners  and  peasants  disliked  to  dispose  of  more  timber
than usual even at a record price, and the sawmill owners in par-
ticular  feared  to  see  their  business  ruined  if  an American  saw-
mill  came  in.    They could handle  their  little  woodlots and their
li+.tie  mills  as  their  grandfathers  had  dolle  without  American
help,  and  they  much  prefer-red  tO  dO  SO.
A still different line of wo1-k Was looking up ownership records.
This was done in connection with the route of a proposed logging
I®cnlilroad which had been  su1-Veyed from the town tO the La  Sarre
tIlaCt.     It  was  necessary  to  know  the  ownership  of  each  field
crossed  by  the  five  or  six  miles  of  the  proposed  road.     About
eighty years ago  all the  res-ion had been surveyed,  napped,  and
each field as it then stood numbered and its ownership  recorded.
From the old maps the fields crossed by the  proposed  road were
located, then from other volumes the present owners were hunted
Ll.P.    Sometimes a field  had been  divided  a dozen times since  the
original maps were made.   In that case it was necessary to go back
to the ovIlerShiP aS recorded in the first I-eCOrdS and trace it down
to  the  present  till  all  sub-divisions  were  accounted  for.    What
added to the  difficulty  was the  small size of  the  lots.    A  farmer
might own twenty acres, but it would be in a dozen lots scatterecl
all over the commune.    The number of family names in any local-
ity was small.    A village of five huIldred People might have Only
twenty  or  thirty  family  names.     Men  were  sometimes  distin-
guished by adding  their professions or trades to  their names,  as,
Jolln Henry Peter Innkeeper Jones, and John Henry Petei Cob-
bler Jones.
Finally  the  work `called  us  over  into  the  neighboring  depart-
ment, Canta1.   On the slopes of a mountain, the Plomb du Canta1,
was  the  State  Forest  of  Murat  where  a  company  of  the  Twen-
tieth had been operating a sawmill for several months.    Here we
put on rubber boots and waded in snow for a week or two.    This,
forest was at  a high enough  elevation so that the trees were no-
ticeably shorter than in tIle La  Sarre tract.   Utilization was not
so  close  in  the  more  distant  parts,  where  tops  and  limbs  fre-
quently went to waste, as in woodlands where markets were near-
er  and  easier  of  access.
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November ll found us in the picturesque little city of Le Puy
where  headquarters  had   recently   been   established.      Eleven
oJclock came and the armistice went into effect.    The whole head-
quarters detachment was ripe for a celebration. The French were~
almost  delirious,  and  all  bars  were  down.    Parades,  tin  horns,
flags,  confetti,  wine,  womell,  and  SOng.    The  public  square  was
the  livli'est  spot  of  all.    Two  of  the  boys  were  admitting' to  a
group  of  mademoiselles  tllat  the  Yanks  won  the  war;  one  was
going  to  quarters  in  a  wIleelbarrOW;  a  half  dozen  Were  roaring
out,  "Drunk  last  night,  drunker  the  night  before77;  while  the
surrounding French  (who had been told that it was our national
anthem)  stood  with  bared  heads,  and over  at  one  side  bewhisk-
ered old veterans  of the  Franco-Prussian wa1- Were lining  up  to
kiss the major.   Without going into detail, it is enough to say that
the  boys  staged  such  a  lurid  celebration  that  the  Major7s  soul
yearned  in  vain  for  a  guardhouse.    As  a  result  the  only  ones
who  were  not  confined  to  qua1-terS  Were  the  fortunate  few  Who
d.idn't  get  caught.
The  Armistice  put  a  stop  to  ou1-  operations.    A  detachment
which had been erecting' sawmills  and camp  buildings tore their
work down and headed for Bordeaux in jig time.    The one mill
in operation  cleaned up  a  few oclds  and ends  and quit.    Timber
acquisition was a tiling Of the  Past.
During  the  next  two  olo  tI11~ee  Weeks  lleadquarterS  company
slowly  dissolved.    One  morning  in  early  December  I  was  given
an officially  stamped paper tllat 1-ead:    "Pvt.  Edward M.  Davis
is  relieved  from  further  duty  witll  these `.lleadquarterS  and  Will
proceed immediately by rail from Le Puy,  Haute Loire, to  Cas-
tets,  Landes,  reporting'  upon   a1-I-iVal  to   C.   O.,   17th   Co.,   20th
Engineers for duty. j 7
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The Call of the u)ild
Oh it7s off to the woods, to the tall uncut,
Get ye gone,  do the wol-k of a man,
Far away from the spIle1-e Of SOCiety 7s rut,
Live the life that is fl-ee while you can.
You llaVe lingered too long on the smootll City Streets
You have  dined  wllel-e  sort music Steals,
Get  out for  a  while  where  the  wild  t,empest  beats
And  the  rattlesnake  stI;ikeS  at your  IleelS.
Get to the hills whe1-e the Wild Waters I-Oar,
While they rusI1,  aS fO1- life, to tile Sea
To  the  crags  whe1~e  the  eag'1es  so  g1®aCefully  soar,
And  tile  mountain  Sheep  Cl-aftily  flee.                        i
Take a plunge in a stream llTlliCh iS like liquid ice,
Take a ride  on  a steecT that7s alive,
Get out where the need is fo1® men, not fO1- mice,
Get  out  where  the  stl-ongest  sul®lTiVe.
7Tis the wild that is  callingl t,he  Forester on,
7Tis the  call  of the  life  tIlat  iS l®eal,
And his voice rings llTitll jO}7  aS he  SllOutS,  t t I  am gone
To  reply to  that welcome  appeal. 7 7
CARL  A.  KupFER,  A7MeS,   707,
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Tl111`tu-qli,ne
we  climbed  Mt.  Baldy.
At  top   of   Mt.   Baldy.
For:qy
"Turds the Summer Camp of
Nineteen Turenlu"
A u)old of Appreciation
Any chronicle of the 1920 summer camp would indeed be lack-
ing without some reflection upon the kindnesses extended by the
Forest  Service throug'h Forest  Supervisor,  B.  W.  Clark,  Ranger
Foreman,  and  others  connected with  tile  Gallatin National  For-
est.     Their  generosity  ancl  friendly  colmcil  made  available  for
all,  much  by  way  of  information,  experience,   and  enjoyment
that otherwise would have been impossible.
CrtlE  CAMP  CtlRONICLE
Listen, ye woodchucks, and you shall hear
Of the foresters7 camp that was lleld last year,
The memorable camp of nineteen twenty,
With thrills and jests and tales a plenty
To  cling in the mem7ries of all  chronicled here.
Forttl-o1'',e
7Twas the eighth day of June when our bed rolls we flu1]g
The baggage and traps at Ames station among,
And,  giving our loved ones a last fond caress,
Boarded the train, all bound for the west,
For  Montana,  for  woods,  trails  and  ventures  unsung.
Our heads were full of tales and traditions,
After some  of their  wand7rings  on  like  expeditioilsr,
By brother  woodchucks  solemnly  doled ;
Of far away lands with myst7ries untold,
I`'1-ysteries of forest, of swamp and strealn,
Of great wild bear and perils unseen,
Lurking behind every bush, rock and tree,
Ready to spring to who e7er they might be,
Be they veteran woodsmen o1- novice like We.
At Billings we landed,  7twas on June tell,
And here was added to baggage and moll
A shaggy haired stranger, Bill by name,
A stranger,  yet who soon a  friend became
To  all who chanced within his ken.
Prof.   Mac   and   the   camp   hound,   Bill.
A few hours more, then  at  Bozeman we  landed.
Packs,  dog  and men  we found  ourselves  stranded;
7Till good citv fathers and foresters too
rZI
Set out to help us forget we were lleW,
And with smoker and dallCe Our fears they disbanded.
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June  7leventh  dawned  and  witll i11I10Cent  Zeal,
\Ve loaded that truck with all slle could Wheel.
We started for camp-the llOul- Was then three,
But soon to our sorrow, fal- as any could see,
Lay mud covered roadway.   So, camp here we must,
At good Murray7s Ranch,  till mire turned to  dust.
Meanwhile, we assure you our time was well spent,
On  climbing  Mt.  Baldy oul-  Profs.  were  intent,
And a dozen tasks more  did tIleSe Wise men  illVent.
A  dozen  tasks  more  did  these  wise  men  invent.
Then  came the  fourteenth day of June,
The  rest  of  our  journey  was  over  sooll,
And our tent we pitched on Bracket C1-eek
7Neath the sheltering shadows of Ross's peak
And the  silvery beams  of the  fo1~eSt mOOll.
With the new day, Mac and Dunn blew in ;
Camp duties started ; work must beg-in.
With compass, chain and Jacob  stick,
Base lines we ran througIl timber and C1-eek ;
Trees  we  counted  and  corne1®S  Checked  ill.
Memory forgets not during these da}TS
Frequent  outbursts  of  dal-illg  diSPla}TS :
Bog-ie  the part of  a barber  expoundillg,
Stub as a log roller in the log` pond a floundering,
The  camp  hound,  Bill,  battling  fat  po1~CuPineS,
TIle Camp  glee  Club flinging® wails to  the winds,
Handley,  the  cowboy,  roping  tellt  POles,
Piof.  Mac.,  the  cobbler,  IIObbing  boot  SOles,
The whole gang on hand, baking sog'gy camp rolls.
Forty-three
Scaling  logs  on  the  Brown   timber   sale.
Cloudy  days  came,  but lTe  ruStlecT the  same,
Chalking-up  contou1-S,  sealing  logs in  tile  rain,
Once,  June twenty secoIICl,  Camp  almost disbanded
`The t tfair sex7 J invadec1, the first mail ]andecI.
To  expect  any  duty  T1'aS  Clear-1y  in  vain.
"Our  tents  we  pitched  on  Bracket  Creek."
Forttl-iour
Brown's  mill  on  Bracket  creek.
Bogie  recovered,  but  others  succumbed.
Camp  office  machinery  then  was  all  "gummed"
While Pohle endeavored to cure up tile mumps
And reduce the inflation of jugular bumps,
And  casualties  elsewhere  kept brain powers benumbed.
Then  followed  days  on the  Brown  timbe1-  Sale.
With marking axe shouldered we hit up the trail
To  timber of lodgepole,  of fir  and of  spl-uce,
And to wail over blisters  we  found was no  use.
lSo we hiked and we hacked  and  we barked and we  stamped,
And  at night we "shagged" back witll fingers all cramped.
'Only  one  of the  crew  found  a  way  to  evade;
For  to  bark his  own  shin  he  proved unafraid,
And  IIandley  a  trip  to  the  hospital  made.
Nor shall we forget other lighter veined sport ;
We a family of woodchucks to  camp  did  import,
Ebenezer,  his  brothers  and  sisters  and  all.
TF:re tfiaegb:::ffonThelyrajSaetdh :;etrhtehcereter£edtiOdP:ets:lrlt'.   ,
On June  twenty-six  "glad  rags"  scored  big,
When  we dolled  ourselves up  for  Brown7s  "shinditg."
And  we  mastered  the  cues  of  the  native  squar,e  dance,
Fluttered many fair  hearts with  longl-practiced  glance,
Played  Beau  Brummels  all,  7mid  the  gay  whirligig.
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And now, lest our tale grow old and long-drawn,
IJet  uS  briefly  recount,  e7er  too  often  you  yawn,
What  else  did  befall  in  those  good  camp  days:
IIow  the  Fourth  at  Manhattan  we  all  celebrated;
How  Prof.  Mac.  was  pursued  through  devious  ways
1^`nd,  at  the  Station,  Was  almost  belated;
Iiow part of the crew, on new ventures bent,
To Bang  Tail  Cabin  gallantly  went,
While  others  sly  " Connie"  their  services lent.
Surely  all now have  heard of the  "one boss chaise i"
Well,  we  hit  a  mill  which  was  run  that  way.
"I'was  old  Palmer7s  mill  over  by  Sedan  Road.
I!is  own boards  did  pile,  his  own  carriage load,
Did  this  hardened  old  millman,  day  after  day.
A.nd, lest you may hurry and sometimes pass by,
We  needs  must remind you  to heed  well  the  cry,"She's wild;  make  her  wilder"  at  Bozeman  flaunted
"She's  wild;  make  her  wilder."
To cowboys and cowgirls all fearless, undaunted,
Who reckless and headlong at t tRound Up77 do vie.
Then  still  we -could  tell  you  many  a  tale ,-
flow  on  the  West  Gallatin,  following  the trail,
We saw fearless Dunn plunging' out to midstream,
Forgy-gbco
A  chain to  his belt,  on  his back a  callteen ;
Saw Dutch  and  Bill  Egg'ers  go  fishing  one  day,
Return with their fish poles-their fish "got away."
At  West   Gallatin  Ranger   Station.
But  our  summer  was  spent,  and  our  tasks  they  were  done.
W-e  finished  our  wand7rings  in  good  Yellowstone.
So, here let another tell the yams that he spun.
We  finished  our  wanderings  in  good  Yellowstone.
Forty-Seven
NoTE:    The  editors  regret  that  the  worthy  bard  whose  tale
m]'.ght have  carried us through  all tile  WOnderS  and mysteries  Of
the  Yellowstone  was  too  modest  to  allow his  work  t'o  appear  in
I,]~int.     He  would  have  us  recall,   however,  the  open-mouthed
awe with which we watched the geysers "geys"  and the springs
spring;  the  open-mouthed  awe  with  which  we  ourselves  were
regarded by the other park trotters,  as our  army truck with its
load of human freight and otIler freight Plodded its way through
I,his marvelous  bit  of  Mothe1®  Nature's  IlandiWOrk.
We did refrain from taking a bath in tile hot Sbrings'and from
ta,king a ride over Yellowstone Falls in a canoe and from taking
a parachute leap from the peak of OlcT Faithfu17s  steam  jet ; but
we  couldn7t keep  the  "camp  hound"  Bill from  sitting  down  in
a  hot spring,  or the  bears from inspecting the  grub,  or the rain
from running-under  the  edges  of trllCk.                         .
Altogether,  we  believe  we  had  a  very fitting  close  of  the  1920
summer  camp  in  the  memorable  ride  through  the Yellowstone.
--Forty-ebg':bt
Dear  Ames  Foresters :
No worthy line of editorial eloquence such as has been handed
out in this book should be thrust upon the helpless reader with-
out  adequate recognition by the staff of the unusual accomplish-
ments of the  staff.    We  really  must admit  our  ovIl  ability,  but
we don't mind letting some of the contributors and other agencies
in on a little of the "laurels"  stuff,.
The increased strength alone of the Ames Foresters has added
impetus  and weight to  our  efforts.    Yes,  we have  increased;  we
are  many more  than  we  used  to  be.    We have  gained  consider-
able  weight  toward  our  prestige;  for  has  not  "Stub"  Watkins
acquired a new pair of boots,  adding at least five pounds to our
driving  force,  and  has  not  Butter  annexed  a  new  ten  ounce
class note  book,  and has not "Bogie"  acquired steady acquaint-
ance  with   the  extension  department,  thus   greatly  increasing
our sphere of contact with the outside world?
We  want you to know,  too,  tIlat We  have  given you this  Pub-
lication  without  profit  to  ourselves  except  for  one  malted  milk
and six straws for the immediate members of the editorial family
arid one car ride down town for the editor-in-chief to bring home
the first  copy  of  the  1921  annual for final inspection.
If you like our line and appreciate our efforts tell vour friends
V
about  it ; if you don7t like it ,  we bid you hold your peace until
our  next  public  appearance  is  contemplated,  then  come  across
and help us do better.
Sincerely  yours,
THE  STAFF.
Forttl-n,41Le
The Lay of the Timber -Cruiser
On the banks of the Klamath where the timber is tall
There are also brush patches t-hrough which we must crawl,
Some  species  are  limber  and  other  are  stiff,
Any one will fly back at your face with a biff.
REFRAIN
Oh,  my,  Gee  ain't  it fine,
To  cruise  all  day long  in the  tall  open  pineu?
Oh,  my,  Gee  ain7t it  hell
To  cruise  all  day  long  in  this  damned  chaparral?
Oil, we might ride the saddle of the ridge if we could stick,
We might spear our grub with the forks of the creek,
Use  the creek bed to  sleep  in ;  eat sawdust for mush,
But  we  can't  clean  our  teeth  with  this  damned  hillside
brush.
I                                                        REFRAIN
By  AN  AMES   GRAD.
NoTE:    Tune.will  be  furnished  on  application  to  Ames  For-
ester.
Newly  Discovered;  Eighth  Wonders  of  the  World
ttBogie''-working.
ti Stubb J'-dolled up  for public speaking.
Avery-Demonstrating  "campus  lab"  to  the  Hecs.
Patrick-Jailed  for  disturbing  the  peace.
Trenk-On  the  condition  list.
Dunn-Studying  during  the  first  half  of  the  quarter.
Martin-In a hurry.
Poshusta-Faking marcelled waves.
McDowell-Without  an  alibi.
tt Sweed'j Moravets-Not ttbusy.J7
Bangs  in  Freshman  Forestry:    "Cooperage  is  that  material
which  is  suitable  to  use  in  making  the  coopers  for barrels  and
kegs.,)
Fifiq.I
Four  woodchucks  pause  for  a  chuck  at  noon.    Summer  camp,  1920.
Genuine  '{OId Line"  Dope
By
An AZumnu.s
Manchester,  Iowa,
April  20,  1921.
I)ear Mr. Business Manager :
Your letter of the 17th received and contents carefullv noted.
of course, I would like to have my name engraved on th6 patron
list but I feel that such an act on my part would be rather un-
fair  to  some  of  the  older  and more  influential  Ames  Foresters,
therefore,  I  will enclose my check for $1.25 which will  cause me
to go without Bull Durham for at least thirty days.    Can a man
do more for his  country  without  committing suicide ? ? ? ?
Please don7t think that I have turned into a low Dairyman by
the  wild  posters  on  this  paper._    I  didn7t  have  any  of  my  own
so I did the next best thing, stole some of the  GovernorJs.    I am
working  with  a  county  engineer  When  I  work,  that  is  usually
about three days a week.    I am still seeking a job  but they seem
to  be  scarcer  than  chorous  girls  in  a  tabernacle.
Very truly yours,
(Signed)     H.  F.  MuNSON.
Manager of the  Manchester  order of  I.  W.  W.
Jackson,  discussing the prairie region :    "Reproduction is not
lJOSSible  because  Of  buffalos  killing  the  young  trees.
Fift,tl-one
tcStub"  rides  the  logs.
Aids  and  Forec.asts  for  1921  Summer  Camp.
At  least  one  high  power  rifle  should  be  kept  in  readiness  in
camp at all times, since it will undoubtedly prove more effective
against  bears  than  axes  and  clubs.
Beware  of the kindly advances of tile Wily forest guard When
he  contemplates  telephone  repair.     Species  of  the  genus  Con-
nieus  Randallus  are  to  be  guarded  agaillSt  in  Particular.
Glee  Club practice will probably be held at 5 A. M. instead of
9  p.  m.,  since,  no  doubt  there  will  be  less  objection  raised  from
the  rest  of  the  forest  animals.
We  of the  1920  camp  cannot  command  but  suggest  that rain
coats or slickers or ponchos will prove very  effective  against the
fI'equent "Clearing uP  SllOWerS" apt tO be  encountered.
An attempt will be made to place the 1921 camp in close touch
with  some  reliable  aeroplane  base  so  that  the  interval  between
mail deliveries can be  cut down to  olle month.
Each man is advised to carrv one or two extra hob-nails ±n his
pocket.    They  will serve  as ballast in riding  logs  and may  come
in  handy  for  sinkers  when  fishing  for  rock  salmon.
Bread  rations  will  probably  not  1-un  SO  low  since  Professor
Morbeck is dieting-he is not partaking of Eats or starchy foods.
Bogie7s re'cipe  for  camp  stew  can be  had  upon  application  to
his  secretary.    The  big  advantag'e  in  tlliS  formula  is  that it  re-
quires  only  one  sock  in  place  of  the  customary  two.L/
Fkfty-two
Prof.  Morbeck  breaks  world's  quarter  mile  record;  leads  Bruin
by  10  yards.
Prof.  MacDonald  (in  lumbering') :    "Give  the  disadvantages
of  a  circular  saw."
Moroney :    You have  to stop  it,  to file it.
Dictated  to  the  office  secretary:    "These  shingles  were  de-
stroyed  by  fire  at  the  treating  plant  before  being  used."
Use Your Head
A woodpecker pecks
Out a great many specks
Of  sawdust
When building a hut.
He  works  like  a  nigger
To  make  the  hole  bigag'er-
He7s  sore  if
His  cutter won't cut.
He  don7t bother with plans
Of  cheap  artisallS,
But  there7s  one  thing
Can  rig~htly  be  said :
The   whole   excavation
Has this explanation
He  builds  it
By
Using
His
Head.
(Exchange)
(Courtesy  of  Wisconsin  Conservationist).
F¢fty-thlree
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Dunn  exhibits  new  tactics  in  log  riding.
ThisJFrom a Worthy Contributor
10  Carnegie Awe.,  E.  Orange,  N.  J.,
May  1)  1921.
I)ear  Foresters :
Here  it  is.    Meant  to  have  it  in  a  few  days  earlier but  have
been  up  to  my  ears  in  one  thing  o1-  another.     Same  old  alibi,
\7Ou  See.
O
The  boss   decided  he  needed   my  valuable  services  up   he1-e
worse  than  in  that  dear  Dixie,  so  I7m  working  around  Jersev
®,
City  and  Weekauken  and  living  at  home  for  a  change.
Will\ send  a-  little  financial  contribution  in  a  few  days  if  I
can  find  my  other  dollar..      Regards  to  the  faculty.
Sincerely,        (Signed)     E.  M.  DAVIS.
P.  S.-If  the sugar  coating  on  this  literary  pill  is  too  thick.
the Editor is at liberty to lick some of it off ; it isn7t copyrigllted:
The  Ranger's  Evening  Prayer
Give  me  a  pack  horse  without  any kick;
Give  me  'phones that  don7t  need  any  wires.
Give  me  a  compass  where  the  needle  won7t  stick;
Give  me  boots  soled  with  pnuematic  tires.
Give  me  a  tent  say,  that  weigllS  'bOut  a  pound;
Give  me  packs  tIlat  Pack  all  alone.
Give  me  a  bed  stuffed  with  soft  eiderdown
Give  me  fires  that  don7t  know  how  to  roam.
And  then  when  you7ve  given  me  all  of  this  stuff,
And  the  novelty7s  all worn  away-
I know it7s a lot,  guess it  shoulcl be  ellOuglh-
But,  Lord,  just let me off for a day.
Fkf{u-fou'r
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TheHishestType ofDrbeApparatus
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with
Au(omati¬    Humidi(y   Control
The   National   Automatic   Humidity
Controlled  Dry  Kiln
This   equipment  meets   with   enthusiastic   approval
wherever used
It provides the best means  for technical experiment
and  practical  commercial  drying
TELE  NATIONAL  DRY  KILN  COO
1150 East Maryland  Street
INDIANAPOLIS,   INDIANA
PARCEL   POST    LAUNDRY    CASE
The  I-M-C  parcel  case  is  unsurpassed   as   a  parcel
post  case,    It  is  light  in  weight,  durable,  convenient
and  inexpensive.
Dealers   in  all  parts  of  the  country  are  prepared  to
furnish  complete   cases   or   separate  covers,   fillers   or
labels.                                                                          .flfcrc'e  a£  Ames
TILDEN     MANUFACTURING     CO.
WADE    ONE    MAN    DRAG    SAW
CUTS   MORE   WOOD   THAN   10   STRONG   MEN
The  WADE  is built  throughout  of  the  highest  grade  workmanship
and  material.    The  wonderful  motor  has  an  excess  of  power  and
is  very  economical,   operating  all  day  on  two  ga,lions  of  gasoline,
cuts  a  cord  of  wood  for  four  to  eight  cents,  depending  on  the  size
of  the  logs  and  conditions.
Single    wheel    construction    for-    easy    moving,    POS'itiVe    dOgging
arrangement  and  patented  WADE  three  point  contact  frame  with
many other exclusive  features make it the easiest running,  quickest
and  most  economical  Drag  Saw  obtainable.
SIMPLE  AND  FAST
The   whole   machine   is   of   a   very   simple
and   sturdy   consllruction   a,I.d   cuts   at   t_he
rate   of   a   foot   a   minut{3.      On`>   n_^lzln   rnOVCS
and  operates  it  alone.
POWER PULLEY FREE
A   power  pulley   goes  with   every   \*7ADE
so  you  can  operate  light  machilleT`.V  Of  any
description  when  not  cutti;1g  `Wt,t,a.
LeaI-n   all   about   this   wond`3'.`fill   n`,¬LChine.
write  at  once  for  free  book  and  prices'.
The MIghtJ,WADE
Outsaws lOMen
R. M. Waded Co.
424   Haw't]lol`]le   .\`7e.
DORrT`r, ,` Vn.   ''Rl<i';ON
TheAmesForester
I       Irmlw    I
PLUMBING    SERVICE    CAR
Always  Ready
Quick  Response
Any Emergency
-DAY-Ok  NIGHT  -
W. G.  Madison   Plumbing   Co.
Masonic Temple Building
Phones:  Office  1001,  Res.1002.         Ames,  Ia.
Pleasing Low Prices
on Groceries
Your  opportunity  to  save  many
dollars   on   high   grade   groceries
to  be  obtained   all
Bemcm9s Cash Groceru
2516 Lincoln Way          Phone Black 1087
Quade Studio
Student's  Headquarters  for  High  Grade
Photography
C.  R.  QUADE,  Artist  Photographer
Established                                                                       417  Main  St.
22  years                                                                              Ames, Iowa
STUDENTSS   SUPPLY
STORE
(First  Door  West  of  A.mes  Theatre)
Fountain Pens-College  Text Books
Memory Books-Films  and Cameras
Pennants-View  Books-Toilet  Goods
The CoHege Savings Bank
South of t72e Campus
Extends  a  cordial  invitation  to  make  this
bank your bank.
All accounts  solicited.
C. I. Lynch, President
C.  F.  Curtiss,  Vz'ce-Pres!'cZen£
J.  F.  Hall,  Cczsftz'er
Campus  Toggery
Outfitters from head to foot
CZeaning-Pressing-Repalling
Dunlap               ¬o.
"We Deal in Honor, Service and Fords"
HARRY B. DUNLAP            ZAC D. DUNLAP
Phone 34-Ames, Iowa
Cleaning                                  Pressing
First Class Shine
t{BiII's  PIace''                    Student's  Press  Shop
Lincoln Barber Shop
First Class Barbers
___Five Chairs                     Jack-Merideth ~
Edwards Coal Co.
High                                      .I
Grade
Domestic
Fuel
Phone
BIack 20
2312 Lincoln Way
Ames, Iowa'''
Virginia
aafeteria
Under Jameson9sCollege
Store
Ames Iowa
Lincoln  Candy
Kitchen
Clandies           Ice Cream
Cigars
First   Class   Service
Square   Deal   Always
{{Tom's Place"                   Phone 1128
F9reSt_, Planting`_  stock
Tre'e~~-~-seeds
i-.i,lThe, , North-`EaStern   Forestry
-Company
Nurseries                              Seed  House
Cheshire,  Co-rim.                Willsboro,  New  York
i-_-,__      I      .,-_,       i      63i_'B
Iti
I
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Front  vie`v
The Filson Cruising Coat
A   comfortable, , Roomy,   TVeatller-Re-
sisting  Outing  Garment.
Ideal  for  Engineers,  Cruisers,  Hunters,
Fishermen  and  those  whose  calling  ex-
poses  them  to  the  elements.    Is   fash-
ioned  along  lines  suggested  by  the- ex-
perience  of  men  who  have  lived  in  the
great  outdooiS.    JGives  protection-under
severest  weather  conditions-prolohged
rains,  damp land  cold-especially in  the
foiests  and  halls,-
%xx211a:£:hP:§:¥feotr:kinTghe;ioa£ki£toeckpeatcis.
`rhe.coat :is practically wat£rpro6f across
`+il9`' ,Paf-_ki_ A  _,y?ry    Sat`iSfactory_   gene,ral
pu.rpQSe ,,Outdoor  garinent.-,-b-=_§iiril+ib;;_--.-fdrlSIb`g,I -`-571PW{ir_g    full,l_ine
o`f -:otrtin;g-`elot"n§ ~-an-d   ofhef   outdoor
needs,  free  on  request.
----C`TG`=L~FilSon  Co.
:   1011-First   Awe-.,+   seattle,   U.    S.   A.
1
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ff©wffi  Stiate
The  =©wa S¬a¬e  College  ©f Agrit:tg±tsere  and
Mechaffi£¬  Arts  ¬®nducts  work  in  five  majof
lines:
AgFEcEEEture                       H®me  E¬:om®mic§
EngEm©eFimg                  Industrial  Science
Veter£ffiary Medicine
®
The  fifadua¬e  College  c©ndtlCt{§  advanced
fesearcfi  and  gives   instlt±¬tiOn  im  all  theseI
Eifles6
Foug®¥©ar, fiveEyear, and Six-year §®ilegiat®
¬®urses  are  offeged  in  different  divisions  ®f
the  CoEEege.    New-collegiate  cour`t§es  are  ©f-
ffeged   £ffi   agrict£Etffire,    h®m©   ec©n¬5m±¬S, +  affid
trades  affid  indttstries.    §t£mmer  S©ssions  in-
clude  ggaduate, collegiate,  and no¬t±-eollegiat©
work.    §fa©gt  ¬®eegses  are  Offered  iffi  the  wiffie
terG
ExteH§iOn C®tlr§e§ are C©ndtgg¬ed at Various P©in¬S
thruout ±fae  statee
Research  work  i§  conducted  in  the  Agrict£lttira±
and  Effig£ffieering  Experiment  Stations  and  ±n  ±h©
VeterigEaay  Re§eag¬fi  Laborat©ry.
Speeia± announcements ®f the different branCfaeS
®£  the  w®rfe  are  Supplied,  free  ®£  chagge!  ®n  ape
pliea±i©mG
AddiF±eSS The  E£egisttctlr,+
=®WA STATE e®LLE¬=E
Armes\  E®"&

